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A.

INTRODUCTION

General

The Augmentation Research Center (ARC) Is a community of
researchers, supported by several contract sponsors.
It is
dedicated to exploring the possibilities for augmenting the
intellectual activities of people working in complex
problemsolving situations.

By "augmentation" we mean increasing the capability of a
person or organization to approach complex situations and
identify problems present there, to gain comprehension of
the nature and context of these problems, and to derive
solutions satisfying given constraints.
Such incre sed capability may be r.eflected in any of the
following ways:
faster and better-comprehension, the
possibility of gaining a useful degree of comprehension in
situations that were previously too complex, faster and
better solutions, and the possibility of finding solutions
to probiems that previously seemed insoluble.
B.

Research Approach and Strategy

ARC's orientation is based on the fact that modern man is
confronted with problems of increasing complexity and urgency,
and the assumption that in attacking these problems the best
longterm payoffs will more likely come through the
development of more powerful problemsolving tools of a
general nature than through direct, piecemeal attacks on
specific problems of immediate urgency.
This orientation was spelled out in 1962 in a planning
document (Ref. 2) that provided the conceptual framework under
which ARC has been evolving.
(Note: 'reference numbers are not
consecutive in this report, but refer to the chronological
bibliography.)
Our approach to augmentation research has two
es5ectial aspects: the externalization of intellectual
structures in symbolic form, making use of highly intera tive
compute- systems, and the application of a bootstrapping
strateo
in the research program for developing augmentation
systems.

The purpose of externalization via computer systems is to
make it possible for people to work with intellectual
structures (such as computer programs or highly
interconnected bodies of textual information) of much
greater size and complexity than can be effectually handled
with traditional techniques.
The aim in designing the
computer systems has been to provide people with
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increasingly flexible and powerful ways of using structures
of symbols to represent intellectual structures and of
viewing and manipulating these symbolic structures.
The bootstrapping strategy has been used in order to ensure
the tightest possible Feedback in the process of developing
augmentation aids and in order to catalyze the research
program by bringing higher and higher levels of
augmentation to the researchers themselves. All
augmentation aids designed by ARC are intended for actual,
practical use in ARC itself, and once implemented they are,
for the most part, used heavily on a daytoday basis.

Principal Concerns During the Contract Period

C.

During the period covered by this contract, three ongoing
processes reflected the principal concerns of ARC: the
following sections describe these processes.
1

NLS Development

At the end of the previous contract period (see Ref. 12),
the multiuser OnLine System, NLS (which had been
developed from previous singleuser systems), had been
carried from the early design stages through almost
complete implementation. Durinci the subsequent two years,
NLS has developed into an experimental operational system
that is now in heavy routine use by the ARC staff.
ARC resources have been heavily committed to increasing the
operational speed and reliability of the many components of
the system, improving the interaction of these components
within the total system, and improving and extending the
user features of the system.
2.

Evolution of Goals

One usage trend that has become evident during this period
i5 a tendency for staff members who are working on a common
problem to gather around an NLS console so as to have
online access as a group to the working files that they
Even when working individually, group
are using in common.
members frequently sit at neighboring consoles so as to be
able to converse about related tasks in or-ogress.
This trend has been refFecteA, through bo tstrapping, as an
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evolution of ARC goals from the augmentation of individuals
to the augmentation of task-oriented teams.
Much thought h s been put into deciding which areas of
research seem to offer the greatest promise for improving
the ability of augmented individuals to cooperate on a
common problem, and during the next few years one of the
major activities at ARC will be the development of
team-augmentation facilities and techniques.
Some of the
developments currently being considered are discussed in
Section V.
ARPA Computer. Network Participation

During the contract period we completed plans for
connectina ARC's computer facility into the experimental
ARPA Network, which eventually will link the computer
facilities of about 14 computer-science research centers
We feel that the Network is a significant step in the
evolution of augmentation technology, and we are working
with the other Network participants in order to ensure the
success of this experiment.
We have agreed to provide a Network Information Center
(NIC) for the Network, and over the past two years we have
been committing an increasing portion of our resources to
the planning and development of NIC services.
We expect
that the success of the Network experiment will be
sign;ficantly affected by the quality of services that the
NIC can provide.
D.

Structure of Thi5 Report

The remainder of this report is divided into four major
sections and a supporting appendix.
We have attempted to
describe what we have done and learned during the past two
years, without elaborating ,either on the technical details of
our hardware/software system or on the past history of our
research program.
These latter topics are covered in the refer-ences ci ed
the Bibliography of this report.
In particular, the
f-ollowing may
of interest:

Ur)

The 1962 planning document (Ref- 2) provides t.he
conceptual backgrountl for our approac.h to augmentation
research,
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The 1968 FJCC paper (Ref.

ILI)

gives an overview of our

Aug'neritat ion Research Center.

The 1970 final report for another sponsor (Ref. 17)
discusses many technical details of our sy tem
implementation.

Section II of this report describes the resources -- human,
that ARC has
organizational, hardware, and software
its
research
and
discusses
ARC's
ongoing
available for
is
supplemented
try
Appendix
A,
This material
activities.
which briefly describes soveral of the primary elements of our
augmentation system.
Section III is a collection of subjective descriptions of our
experience as augmented workers in several of ARC's central
Two of the descriptions (for software engineering
activities.
and management research) are supported by illustrated
scenarios showing actual work in progress.

Section IV contains a description of the ARPA Network from a
user's standpoint and a discussion of some probable, early
We point out some of the services that
u ses of the Network.
Network participants will need in order to make effective use
the Network and indicate how we are attempting to satisfy
o f
those needs through the Network Information Center.
In Section V we discuss some _f the conclusions drawn from our
esearch and indicate the directions in which we plan to
develop our research in the future.

II

RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES

Introduction

In this section we describe the resources that have been
available to us during the past two years and the activities
we have undertaken to apply these resources to the pursuit of
our augmentation goals.
We use the term "resources" in the broad sense to include ail
the assets we possess as a team, including the following:
(1)

Hardware facilities

(2)

System software

(3)

User systems

(4)

Personnel (human resources)

(5)

Organizational relationships.

Our major organizational relationships are to SRI and to the
ARPA Network.
The Augmentation Research Center operates at the group
level within the SRI Information Sciences Laboratory and,
consequently, has access to the extensive and varied
resources available through a large, diversified research
organization such as SRI.
As an initial participant in the ARPA Network, we will have
access to all services that eventually become available
through the Network.
The implications of this are explored
in Sections IV and V of this report.

Our other resources are discussed in some detail below, along
with brief descriptions of our major ongoing ac ivities.
B. Resources
1.

The Computer Facility

At the begining of the contract period the current ARC
computer facility was almost complete, and the basic
configuration has been relatively stable over the past t o
years.
This Section briefly describes this facility
(diagrammed in Figures 11-1 and 11-2) and discusses some of
the changes and additions made during the contract period.
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The most siginificant additions have been the ARPA
Network interface and an external core system.
A more complete description of the
in Refs.

11

facility is contained

and 17.

The Leased Computar

Figure III is

a

nlock diagram of the facility as

leased

from XDS.

A central processor with timesharing hardware operates
from a 64K memory in four banks with 24bit words and a
cycle time of 1.8 microseconds.
On channels sharing memory access with the CPU are three
magnetictape drives, a papertape station, and
communication equipment for sixteen typewriter
terminals.

A second memory buss provides direct access to memory
e.g., drums) and
for the RADs (Rapid Access Devices
facility,
designated
"Special
the nonXDS portion of the
in
Figure
III.
Devices Channel"
There are three drums on the system, operating from a
common controller and accessing memory through an XDS
device called a Direct Access Commmunications Channel
Each drum has a capacity of 500,000 24bit
(DACC) .
a
transfer rate of 120,000 words per second,
words,
and an average latency of 17 milliseconds.
b.

Special Devices Channel
Figure II-2 is a block diagram of the portion of the
The
facility that has been put tcrgether by ARC.
following sections describe t-he maJo.r components.
(1)

Executive Control
The executive c.ontrol provides an interface to the
940 tnrough the Mem.ory Interfa-ca Connection (MIC).
It acts as a multiplexer that allows asynchronous
access Ao c.ore by any 61 tha six cfevices connected to
it.

It includes extensive d bugging and monitoring aids,
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allowing the monitoring-of data and addresses for any
selected device and permitting "offline" operation
of any of the devices.
(2)

Disc File System
The disc file system was put in operation in August,
1968.
It consists of a Bryant Model 4061 disc file
and associated controller.
The system has a capacity
of 32 million words, an average access time of 185
milliseconds, and a data transfer rate of 43,000
words per second.

The disc controller was designed and built by Bryant
to interface with the executive control.
Specifications for the controller were developed
jointly by Bryant, Project GENIE at UC Berkeley, and
ARC.
(3)

Display lystem
The display system consists of two identical
subsystems, each with a display controller, a display
generator, and six highresolution 5inch CRTs. A
closedcircuit television system carries display
images from the CRTs to television monitors in the
working area.

The display controllers were designed and built by
ARC.
They access and proce.ss "command tables" that
are residen-t in 940 core.

A command is roughly associated with a user and
points to a "display list" in the user's core
space.
The display list in turn points to buffers
containing actual display instructions (commands
to the display generator to produce images).
The dis.play controller handles all core accessing
including memory mapprng for the user's core
space..
Itpasses tht di_splay imstructronS along
to the display generator.i
The display generators an-d CRTs were purc.has_d from
Tasker Instruments to ARCs specifications
They
have general characterHand vector.capabilities,

14
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Presentations for each of the six CRTs are
generated sequentially, and unblank signals from
the display controllers select one or more of the
CRTs at a given time.

A highresolution (875line) closedcircuit
television system transmits display pictures from
each CRT to a television monitor at a corresponding
NLS console.
Input Device Control

(4)

In addition to the televi-sion monitor, each console
has a keyboard, a binary keyset, and a mouse.
Appendix A describes the use of these devices.

The state of these input devices is read by the input
device controller at a preset interval (about 30
milliseconds) and written into a fixed table in 940
core.

Bits are added to information from the keyboards,
keysets, and mouse switches to indicate when a new
character has been received or when a switch has
changed state during the sample period. A new
character or switch change causes an interrupt to
be issued at the end of the sample period.

Mouse coordinates are digitized by an A/D
converter and formatted by the input device
controller as beamposition instructions to the
A user program may include the
display generator.
mouse coordinates, as written by the input device
controller, as part of a display list. This
allows the mouse position to be continually
displayed with no attention from the CPU and no
perceptible delay to the user.
(5)

Line Printer
The line printer is a 96character drum rinter
leased from Data Produots Corporatron Model
M600-1IA). With the 96 charocters, p Inting speed
31-40

i-

Lines: per:Minute.

The rine prrnter controller processes primt buff_ers
of arbitrary len th that have been set up in core by

15
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a controlling program (singleline buffers are
normally used).
(6)

Network Interface

The network interface provides communication between
the 940 and an Interface Message Processor (IMP) on
The interface operates
the ARPA Computer Network.
from message buffers in 940 core. Messages to the
Network are read by the interface from these buffers
Similarly, messages
and transmitted to the IMP.
received from the IMP are written into buffer space
Instructions from the 940 enable the
in 940 core.
system for receiving messages and control the sending
A "linkedbuffer" scheme permits
ef messages.
flexible memory allocation.
The interface message processor and its
communications protocol are discussed in detail

in

Ref. 18.
c.

Typewriter Terminals

At the begining of the project the only terminals in use
(other than the display consoles) were Model 33
Since then we have been experimenting with
Teletypes.
different types of terminals, looking for improvements
in speed, print quality, and portability.
The newer terminals now in use, and some of their
features, are briefly described in this section.
It should be remembered that the only terminals we
have considered are those with upper and lowercaSe
print and fullduplex operation.
The Model 37 Teletype was -one of the first
minals added, and three are now in use.
It operates at 15 characters per second (as compared
Aq AO characters per second for the, Model 31 ) and has
excelient print quality and reliabillty.It has a high noise ievel and is -large and -heavy.
(2)

h

ve four GE Termrne 300 te minals In use.
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These have switchselectable rates of 10, 15, and 30
characters per second.
They have a chain printing
mechanism that is relatively quiet and have good
print quality when in adjustment.
These terminals seem to require more frequent
maintenance than any others in use, but we have early
models and they may improve in la-ter production.

The best terminal we have found for portability
the Execuport, manufactured by Computer Transceiver
(3)

is

Systems.

These terminals are used by our staff for remote
operations, usually in a staff member's own home, and
come in a portable case complete with acoustic
coupler and weighing only 26 pounds.
They have
switchselectable rates of 10, 15, and 30 characters
per second.

The thermal print mechanism is very quiet in
operation but print quality is poor; characte
made from a 5 x 7 dot matrix.

.

are

Modifications in Progress
Two modifications to the facility that will provide
significant improvement in service are now being
implemented.
These are an external core system and
faster drums.
In addition, an accurate clock system is
being added.
(1)

External Core System
An external core system has been completed and will
be integrated into the facility in the near future.
It currently consists of a single 32,000word bank
with access switching to allow access by up to eight
devices.
Provisions are included in the design for
expansion to 16 devices and two core banks of 64,000
words each.
The core cycle time is 1.5 microseconds
and the word length is 24 b ts.
The -primary purpose oV this core system -is _to provide
storage :for display buffers-, the network 1nterface,
and -th.e

line p.r.-inter..

-Theseare the-:clev.ices:that

'need constant buffers for relatively long periods

of
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time and therefore require "frozen pages" when
a significant factor in
operating from 940 core
limiting system response, since they take up space
that could otherwise be used for swapping.
(2)

Faster Drums

From system response studies (Ref. 17) it is apparent
that a primary factor in response is the swapping
To improve response (and add more users),
bandwidth.
we are in the process of replacing the XDS drums with
Univac FH-432 drums.

These drums rotate at 7200 RPM, giving a transfer
rate of 365,000 words per second (as compared. to
120,000 for the present drums) and an average
access time of about 4 milliseconds.
In addition, we are formatting the new drums in a
way that will allow a pagc transfer to begin at
any position on the drum.
Since a 2048word page
fills twothirds of a band, this will give an
average page transfer time of about 8
milliseconds.
The interface for the drums will be designed and
It will connect to the 940 through a
built by ARC.
second Memory Interface Connection (MIC), replacing
the current RADDACC combination shown in Figure
II-1.

Clock System

An accurate ciock system
in system measurements.

being added to assist

U5

This clock system provides two types of time
that are
absolute and relative
information
written into fixed locations in 940 core at regular
The longterm drift on the clock will be
intervals.
less than
second in 250 days.
1

2:

Softwafe Systems
The-.central

fo-cus of software activity at-.-ARC is the

This
evol.utionary development of the OnLine System (NLS).
takes place within a rich e-nvironment -of s.oftware systems,
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many of which were created specifically to aid in its
The following is a brief description of the
development.
major systems.
The Timesharing System (TSS)

Most basic to the operation of NLS, as well as all our
other software systems, is the timesharing system (TSS)
running on the X09940.

TSS was originally developed by Project GENIE at UC
Berkeley, but responsibility for maintenance of the ARC
NLS runs
version currently lies with the Center itself.
as a subsystem under TSS, and users also have access to
other subsystems such as the NARP assembler, KDF file
storage system, and DDT debugging system.
The support of new hardware and improved response to the
NLS user are the major areas of improvement in TSS over
the past two years.
Software Architecture
(1)

Introduction

The development of NLS has been facilitated greatly
through the use of a powerful complement of languages
and compilers, most of which were designed at ARC.
The languages used range in generality from the NARP
assembly language through a collection of
specialpurpose lan.guages (SPLs) unique to NLS
Their major features are discussed
implementation.
briefly below.
(2)

NARP

A few parts of NLS can be most conveni ntly toded in
assembly language (e.g., the data page and the
displaybuffers), and for these the WARR assembly
language

is used.

Alsoi for historical rea3ons
(TSS) and McySt of its subsys
are coded in NARP,

the timesharin-g -system
e.g.
KDF land DDT)
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(3)

MOL940

MOL940 (or simply MOL) is a machineoriented language
for the XD5941:1 and was created by ARC to aid in the
programming of NLS.

MOL combines the flexibility of assembly language
with the algorithmic clarity of higherlevel
procedureoriented languages. Much of NLS is coded
in MOL.

During the contraC, period MOL has been substantially
rewritten to improve its performance and provide new
The current MOL compiler was
programming features.
produced using the new version of Tree Meta
(described below); consequently, the MOL compiler now
generates binary machine code directly rather than
producing assemblylanguage code as an intermediary.
(Li)

SpecialPurpose Languages (SPLs)
Many of the higherlevel operations of NLS are
carried out by programs written in one of a set of
specialpurpose languag_es (SPLs) . Each of these
languages is translated into machine code by a
custommade compiler produced with the Tree Meta
system.

Each SPL represents an attempt to formalize a
particular function of NLS, aiming at a syntax
appropriate to the data base and operations required
for NLS, while at the same time embodying the
potential and peculiarities of the XDS940 computer.

The four SPLe currently in use are the inputfeedback
language, the structuremanipulation language, the
contentanalysis language, and the
stringconstruction language.
Detailed descriptions
Appendix D of Rel. I.

the SPLs will be found in

Although extensivechange.s Fn the SPLs are _pIanned
for the near future, h-o ba.sic cori.ceptval .changes we e
made during the cdntract period.

20
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(5)

Tree Meta

Tree Meta is a compilercompiler developed at ARC;
is used to produce compilers for MOL, for all the
specialpurpose languages, and for itself as well.

it

Section IVC-2 of Ref. 17 contains a brief overview
of the current version of Tree Meta; a more detailed
description is In preparation for release as a
separate report.
C.

NUTILITY

To aid our software engineers in maintaining the
approximately 150 symbolic and binary files that make up
NLS, a special subsystem called NUT1LITY has been
developed.

This subsystem can archive or retrieve any of these
files, compile or produce listings for any of the
sourcecode files, and load the entire NLS system or any
part of it, requirina programmer intervention only in
the event of errors that NUTILITY cannot handle itself.
3.

User Systems

This section briefly describes our principal anline user
subsystems; more c.omplete descriptions are contained in
Appendix A.
a.

OnLine System (NLS)
The OnLine System, NLS, as currently implemented, is a
highly sophisticated system oriented toward the online
construction, editing, and viewing of files.
NLS is a subsystem of the timeshari g system described
above.
Its size is currently about thirty thousand
machine instructions, of which about half make up the
most frequently used portions.
The source languages
used are NARP, M0L940, and the SPLs

A complete descripti n of NLS
documentation, is in Ref. 17.
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b.

TypewriterOriented DocumentationAid System (TODAS)
In response to growing pressures to make access to our
online files available to Network participants, as well
85 to members of our own staff working at remote
locations, we developed a new subsystem called TODAS
(TypewriterOriented DocumentationAid System).

TODAS uses the same structure for working tiles as NLS
and provides most of the same editing and
viewspecification capabilities, along with a few
Thus, users can freely
special features of its own.
move from one type of terminal to another without losing
access to any of their online working records.

TODAS offers our online users the possibility of
trading off speed of operation for freedom of location.
It also makes it possible for US to increase the number
of online users that can be serviced simultaneously,
since a TODAS user places less heavy demands on our
computational resources than does an NLS user.
c.

Output Processor (PASS4)

The Output Processor (also called "PASS4" for historical
reasons) is a program for formatting online text files
for output through a variety of devices including line
printers, papertapedriven typewr-iters, and computer
output to microform (COM) devices.
4.

Personnel

The final, critical element of ARC's resources is its staff
of professional researchers and support personnel. The
experimental nature of our work requires highcaliber
individuals who can function effectively in our team, learn
quickly to work with our systems and methodologies, and
progress c eatively along with the rest of the team and
products.

Our staff members need to be able to ad pt to the
-.rapiclly changing ARC _environmen.t and t.o-p-ersever'e

through very disturbrng perlods of sy5tem s5rvi.ce level
fluctuation.
Our se[e-ction of people for sp.eci

ic
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not only by shills already developed, but also by
potentials for further development.

Effective utilization of our human resources requires a
careful balance between selecting those people most
likely to get critical t7isks done well and those whose
developed capabilities will be strained by the tasks
they undertake (and hopefully extended in the process).
In ARC's earlier years our primary need was for individuals
skilled in tool building, with only secondary importance
Thus, most of
assigned to methodology development skills.
our earlier researchers were systemoriented software and
hardware engineers.
As the systems developed became mo.re generally u eful,
providing aids and service levels beyond the system
engineers' basic needs, we entered a maturing phase of
facing the challenge to use the system for a broader range
r

tasks.

People have recently been added whose interests focus on
the study of the user system itself, on use of the
system for management purposes, and on its role in
supporting the Netwdrk Information Center-.
These people have brought different needs and
perspectives into the group, directly aiding the design
Interaction at the
ef many system improvements.
daytoday system development level has provided a rich
learning experience for most people, particularly in
technical areas they might not otherwise have learned
much about.

This diffusion of knowledge in areas such as system
design, system building, system analysis, and management
adds new perspective to each person's approach to
problems in his own areas of specialization.
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At present we have a fulltime staff of 25, constituted as
follows:

Professional

Supervisory
Software

Hardware

4

Other

2

Nonprofessional

7

.

Technical
Clerical

4

C. Activities
I.

Introduction

This section outlines the nature and purposes of the major
activities carried on during the past two years of our
It was the pursuit of these activities that
project.
produced the developments, experiences, and conclusions
discussed in the other sections of this report.
The greatest portion of our resources were allocated to the
basic ARC bootstrapping pursuit, which consists of these
major activities:
(I)

Develo'pment and operation of our serviCe system

Development of methodologies.for harnessing the
(2)
user features offered by the .s.aryi.ce systeM-..
(3)

n tools and
our activitIes

Appli-catio_n of these augmentati

techniques to the pursuit of all

Assessment of 6ur overall augMent tion syst M to
guide its further evoluti_on.
(4)

Section
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Two other major activities received considerable attention
and resources:
(5)

Connection of our Center into the ARPA Network

Development of an Information Center for the
(6)
Network.
2.

Development and Operation of Our Service System
The coordinated development of hardware and software
aspects of our augmentation system, which has been under
way since 1963, was continued with particular emphasis on
activities aimed at preparing us for our role in the ARPA
Network.
We have committed a substantial portion of our resources to
improving the reliability and capacity of the service
system and will continue to do so, a major milestone being
our planned transfer to a PDP-10 computer this fall.
Another major effort has been preparation for expanded
remote-worker capRhilities, both to facilitate use of our
system by other Network participants and to continue our
efforts to increase the flexibility of working arrangements
for members of our own research community.
There is already one member of our team (a software
engineer) who works remotely from his home in Sonoma
County (about 100 miles from our Center), and we have
plans to extend this capability to other members as
conditions permit.

Development of Methodologies fnr Harries ing -the User
Features Offered by the Service System
3.

It he.e long been p- t of Our plans to apply toward this
activity resources comparable tn thoselnr. the service
system deVelopment activity,- but unforeseen dtffretilties
the latter area heve forced Us to divert more of our
energies to it than was originally envisioned.

However, many methodologinal-developments hnve been
evolving more nr less netnraliy es individuals ndapt the
features of the service system to their partinular needs'.
The -strongest su h evolution has taken place Within the
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area of software engineering, which is the focus of
consistently heavy activity by many of our people.
In one specific area
management systems
we have
engaged in an explicit effort to develop improved
methodology.
This has been funded separately by a contract
with the Rome Air Development Center, which has enabled us
to apply one or two fulltime people toward this Management
Systems Research activity for the past two years.

Application of Augmentation Tools and Techniques to the
Pursuit of All Our Activities
H.

Our augmentation system is in daily use by ITIO5t members of
our staff.
Detailed discussi-ons of several examples of
this use are given in Section III.
Ass ss-ment of Our Overall Augmentation System to Guide Its
Further Evolution
5.

One of the basic requirements for carrying out a
bootstrapping operation is to maintain constant awareness
of the status of that operation so as to be able to make
rational decisions about what developments should be
undertaken next.
We have made some attempts to quantify this process th ough
the taking of system performance measurements and the
simulation of various existing and proposed system
configurations.
However, most of our work in this area
still has a very intuitive character, and we have been
hampered in our efforts to improve on this by the necessity
for committing so much of our resources to basic
servicesystem development activities.
6

Connection of our Center into the ARPA Netwo k
To make it possible for ARC to participate in the ARPA
Network (see Section IV), we had to dcsign, build, and
install a device to interface our computer facility to a
Network Interface Message Processor (IMP).
This Network

interface is described in Section IIBIf.
7

Development of a Network Information Center (NIC)

In preparing to fill our role as Infdrmation Center for the
ARPA Network, we have been involved in dev-vloping the tools

6
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and methodologies that we will

need in order to provide an

increasingly online, specialpurpose library for a widely

The high technological base of this
distributed clientele.
Network experiment demands that we try to harness as much
as possible of this technology for the Network Information
Center so that this service will be likely to enrich the
whole experiment.
In addition to investing our resources in specialpurpose
capabilities for the NIC, we have felt compelled to
increase our investment of resources in basic
servicesystem development so as to be able to supply a
better level of service to Network participants.
We had to get our system architecture, our compiler
languages, our documentation, and our hardware
configuration into a state where we would be able to
expand our usercarrying capacity rapidly. This led to
a number of major efforts:
A series of significant archite-ctural and
(1)
compiler changes within our software systems
Several rather Intensive trial desighs for
alternate expandedcapacity sy5tem configurations
(2)

A concerted effort in developing computer aids
for analyzing performance characteristics of proposed
(3)

systems.

These effort5 culminated in a decision to move our
systems onto a PDP-1D cdmputer late this fall, and we
are currently involved in the leasing, purchasing,
contracting, engineering, fabricating, and programming
activities necessary to accomplish this transfer.
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A.

APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

Introduction

This section consists of relatively informal accounts
describing the application of our augmentation systems to
several areas of our own work while attempting to convey some
feeling for what it is like to work within an augmented total
system.

Section IIIB was written by Charles H. Irby, an ARC software
engineer.
It describes in considerable detail the ways in
which an augmented software engineer can exploit our computer
systems to help nim in the continuing development of these
same systems.

In addition, Section IIIB serves as an introduction to our
OnLine System, NLS.
It is systematically illustrated with
photographs of an NLS display, showing actual sequences of
displays that the software engineer would see as he worked.
(Readers who are not familiar with NLS will find a
description of its user features in Appendix A, which
includes a glossary of special NLS terminology.)

Section IIIC deals with "augmented management" and was
written by James C. Norton, who heads our Management Systems
Research Activity and is also involved with carrying out much
of our operational project management.
This section, illustrated with display photographs like
those of Sect;on IIIB, shows how some of the most
sophisticated features of NLS can be put to use in a field
outside of software engineering.
Specific applications to
project cost accounting, cost estimation, work planning,
and other areas are covered.

The discussion develops a totalsystem concept of the
meanings of "management" and "manalement augmentation" an.d
revealS how augmentation inter,acts With various aspects of
ARC.

Section IIID describes our use of augmentation systems in
writing, editing,, and producing reports. The author of this
section, David Casseres, is ARC's technical writer and has
been centrally involved in ARC report writing since the
inception of this contract.
Here we see the use of augmentation systems in a field
where it is difficult to apply them, because the problems
of technical writing are so many and so dependent on
individuals.
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It appears that although the benefits of augmentation in
writing, editing, and producing reports are considerable,
the most significant benefits come from the use of a very
close teamcollaboration method, which would be virtually
impossible without augmentation.

Section IIIE was written by Douglas C. Engelbart and covers
the augmentation of communication between a speaker and his
audience.

This kind of communication, which we have used for
explaining aspects of our work to audiences ranging from a
single person to thousands, is potentially one of the most
exciting areas of application for augmentation technology.
The Augmented Software Engineer

B.

One of the central objects of our augmentation research has
been to develop special tools and working methods for
augmenting the design and implementation of our system
software.

Section IIIB-1 below outlines the general augmen.tation
needs of a software engineer and the aids provided at ARC
to meet these needs.

Section IIIB-2 describes the ways in which our software
engineers actually use the systems we have been developing
in their daily work.

We pay particular attention to the use of the
systemguide file, SYSGD, which is central to the
softwareengineering augmentation system-.
The use of SYSGD is illustrated with photo raphs of an
ARC interactiNe cirsplay, showing the views seen by the
software engineer .as he wOrks to implement a new NLS
feature, using SYSGD -as a reference.
1

General Considerati

n.s

The augmente'd software engineer needs the following minimal
capabilities:
p)dly access, understand, andy to r
manipUre e. the .-source code_
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(2)

The ability to easily compile the source code

(3)
Easy access to appropriate loading and debugging
capabilities.

The NLS, TODAS, NUTILTY, DDT, and disc archive subsystems
together with the SYSGD sourcecode file directory vovide
the ARC software engineers w4th these- capabilities.
To the ARC software engineers, the aspects of NLS that are
perhaps of most importance are the ability to find a
particular place in the code or documentation quickly and
then to change it easily. Our code and documentation files
are normal NLS text files, and the languages that we use
have been spec ally developed to be compatible with the NLS
system.

These languages are all stringbased, and translation
independent of the hierarchical statement structure.
This permits the prograMmer to use structural
conventions to make his sourcecode text easier to
understand and manipulate.

is

They also allow NLS links to be used for identifiers,
thus permitting one to use the "jump" commands to follow
subroutine calls in the source code.
In addition, level
clipping, line truncation, and so forth may be used to
control the depth of detail of the code and associated
documentation that one sees.
These are very important
factors in quickly finding a specific location (or
series of locations) in 0 file.

Contentanalysis filtering is often us d to locate
references to variables or subroutines or to locate a
particular piece of code (for example, code containing
syntax error reported by the compiler).
The content
analyzer is also used to locate changes that have been
made to a file by a specific programmer or during a
specified period of time by scanning the automatically
maintained "statement signatLes." These signatures
contain the date of most recent modification for each
statement and the initials of the user who made the
modification and may also be used without the content
analyzer to see who wrote (or last modified) each
statement of code or document tion and when he did it.
When viewing a segment of a file, the sOf ware en-gi'neer
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must be able t.o easily modify the text of the file.
extensive editing power of NLS makes this possible.

The

The ability to easily effect changes to various textual
and structural entities and to make multiple string
substitutions over structural entities while controlling
the selection of statements for the substitution via
level clipping, content analysis, keyword reordering,
and so forth gives one great flexibility and power while
editing.

In addition to being able to modify the code and associated
documentation quickly, the software engineer may compile
(or crossreference) his code files directly from NLS.
Once again, he may use the statementselection mechanisms
of NLS to control what the compiler gets as input. This
might be done, for example, to limit the compilation to
just one branch of a file (one specified statement and all
its substatements), thus making it posFible to have in a
single file source code written in several different
languages.

We also have available as another subsystem the Project
GENIE online loader and symbolic debugger, DDT, for
testing and debugging the results of our changes to the
Although DDT works at the assemblylanguage
code files.
level, it is a powerful debugger with such features as
multiple breakpoints, symbolic addressing,
singleinstruction execution, conditional breakpoints, and
50 forth.

To aid the software engineers

in maintaining their

approximately onehundredfifty or SO symbolic and binary

files, a special subsystem called NUTILITY was developed.
This subsystem is able to archive, or retrieve from
archive, any of the files, to compile or produce listings
for any of the source files, and to load the entire system,
requiring human intervention only in case of errors.

Central to our collectron of sou.rc'e--code files iS an
It do-ntains the following:
online lile cal-led:SYSGD.
(I)

A schematic diagram of the "over.i:ay st.ructure of

th.e

NLS systeM_ The overiays repr.e5ent (as Jar as
H3ractitable) fun tionai areas ofth-e sy.stem,
parameter specif cation', struclure manipulation-, and so
f-orth.
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Links to other files that describe the architec ure
(2)
and logic of the system.
An overlay index listing all overlays, with the
(3)
following information about each overlay:
A link to the file containing the souree code
(a)
for the overlay.
(b)
lar

e

Inf rmation about where it runs in core, how
it is, and where it is in the archive.

A list of all the procedures in the overlay,
(c)
with oneline functjonal descriptions and with links
to the code and documentation in the sourcecode
file.

A procedure index with a categori al listing of
(4)
procedures according to function. The NLS keyword
system can be used on this index to retrieve a list of
procedures (with links to the source code and
documentation) when a set of categories has been
selected.
(5)

A section where one may document bugs found in the

system.
(6)

A section whe e one may record ideas for improving

the system.

Because of present filespace problems, it is not possible
to keep the SYSGD file, the associated documentation files,
and the sourcecode files on line at all times (they are
This situation render
generally kept in a disc archive).
the SYSGD file less useful than it would be if the files
were always re dily accessible.
The combination of the capabilities discussed above give
the ARC software engineer the ability to easily manipulate
the NLS system to fit the needs of ARC experimentation,
thus greatly increasing his own abilities as a software
These capabilities would be greatly enhanced by
engineer.
the addition to NLS of an interactive incremental language.
This would eliminate the time now spent on compiling parts
of the entire system and loading them in order to test
changes made in the source code of the system, and would
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allow one to debug at
2

the sourcecode level.

The Augmented Software Engineer in Action
a.

Introduction

This section is in the form of a scenario, describing
how a software engineer works to implement a new NLS
feature by manipulating files of text (both
documentation and actual code). The reader is
encouraged to pay special attention to the following:

The ease with which one can move within and
among files
(I)

The languages that have been developed for
(2)
particular purposes and the way in which they fit
into the NLS framework
The ease with which one can lo.cate desired code
(3)
and modify it
(4)

ways

The design of the NLS systemguide file and the
in which it can heip the software engineer

The use of the NUTILITY subsystem to
(5)
automatically archive, compile, print, and
cross--re.f.erence fites as well as to load new versions
of the system
-(6)
The use of th-e DDT- debuggrng program to test and
Aeb-ug addittons tothe l system at the Machintlanguage

level

Please note al.so that one moves within and among files
At certain times whenby means of "Jump" commands.
jumping, the user has an opportunity to change the
parameters ("VIEWSPECS") _that control the selection of
For example,
information to_ be displayed cin the screen.
in the jump that oCcurs between Figures 11I-3 and III-4
bel_ow, 'a "branchonly"-parameter is-set and- Ihe
levelclipping and linetruncation parameters-are set to
"ALL".
to
One may jump to a selected stat men
that is structurally related to the selected
iven name, or
statement, to a statement having

to
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a statement specified by a "link" (a textual
construct that symbolically points to a particular
statement within the file or within another file).

In addition, stacks of displaystart statement
identifiers and VIEWSPECS are maintained for the last
sevaral locations viewed within the file and for the
last several files accessed, and jumps may be made
relative to these stacks so as to restore a previous
view.

Notes on Illustrations
In desc'ribing the display views and the processes they
reflect, we assume that the reader is familiar with the
user features of NLS to the extent that they are
explained in Appendix A.

Appendix A also contains a glossary of special NLS
terminology.

In examining the photographs, note tht the name of
an NLS command appears at the top of the display;
this is the command currently specified by the user.
Immediately to the left of this "command teedback
line" is a small block of text called the "VIEWSPEC
where VIEWSPEC parameters are displayed on two
area,
lines.

When the VIEWSPECS are displayed in small
characters, they are currently in effect; when
they are enlarged, it means that the user has ju_
set Ahem and t.hey WI ll go into effect when the
display Is next re created.

The upper line shows the current levelclipping
and linetruncation parameters (se,::- Appendix A for
The lower line in the VIEWSPEC area
explanation).
shows code ietters indicating the status of
vai-ious display features that are controlled by
VIEWSPECS.
c.

Scena Vo and Illustrations
Note: The illustrations for this scenar
AOgether,- beginning on page 35.

O

are grouped
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We log into the timesharing system, increase our drum
allocation, and enter the NNLS (New NLS) subsystem
giving a set of initials and a user name (see Figure
The NLS display comes up (see Figure 111-2),
III-1).
and we load the NLS systemguide file, SYSGD, with level
and line truncation set to one and with blank lines
displayed between statements (see Figure III-3).

The major sections of the SYSGD file (see Figure III-3)
are as follows:
(1)

Program Overlay Structure

A diagram showing the overlay structure used
the current implementation of NLS (see Figure

in

111-7 below).
(2)

Global Documentation
to other files that describe the file
structure, design philosophy, system architecture,
and commonly used terminology of the NLS system
(see Figures 111-4 and III-5).

Links

(3)

Overlay Index
A list of all of the overlays in the system (each
overlay represents a functional area of the
system) with pertinent data about each overlay
(.see Figures III-8, 111-9, 111-24, 111-25, and
111-26 below).

(4)

Categories for Procedures
Categorical list of procedures, by function, to be
used with the keyword retrieval system.

(5)

List of Known Bugs
A place where bugs may be recorded.

(6)

Map of Symbols

A map of symbols to be used with the DDT debugging
system.
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Thoughts for Improvements

(7)

A place where ideas about the further development
of NLS, TODAS, and NUTILITY may be recorded (see
Figure III-6).
The initials of the creator (or last modifier) and the
date and time of creation (or modification) are stored
Since
internally as the "signature" of each statement.
statement signatures are available for display upon
request, one can easily determine who made or last
e Figure III-6).
commented upon a given statement
The SYSGD file is basically a directory file with a
sufficient amount of descriptive material so that one
can use the various retrieval tools of NLS to locate any
desired procedure or documentation.

To illustrate how the SYSGD file is used., we go through
the steps necessary for a programmer to implement a new
The new command will be called
command in NLS.
"transpose" and will interchange two textual entities.
The command language for using this new command will be
modeled after that of the "move" command.

Let us begin (Figure III-7) with the diagram of the
NLS overlay structure. From the global documentation
of the system we know that the maincontrol (mnctrl)
overlay consists of the code that implements the
command language for NLS commands. We therefore use
the "Jump to Vectorlebel" command to go to the branch
within the overlay index branch that contains
information about the mnctrl overlay.
This information includes the following (see Figure
111-8):
(1)

A link to the sourcecode file for this

overlay
(2)

A list of all of the procedures within the

overlay

Brief documentation as to the functions of
(3)
each procedure
(4)

Links to each procedure's source code.
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Figure 111-9; whereas Figure 111-8 shows only the
first line of each statement, Figure 111-9 shows
all lines -- otherwise the two displays are the
same.

If we take the link to the "wc" procedure (Figure
III-10), we see the top-level code for the NLS
command language, written in one of the
Special-Purpose Languages (see Section II-B-1)
Jumping to the "move" command
designed for this use.
code (Figure III-I1) and increasing the
levul-clipping parameter by one, we see the top-level
Since
command-language code for the "move" command.
for
our
proposed
a
model
this is to serve as
"transpose" command, we will copy the branch and make
the necessary changes to it.
The necessary changes are substituting the string
"Transpose" for the string "Move", "qt" for "qm",
(see Figure I11-12).
and "tr" for "m
If we look at the code for the "move" command (Figure
111-13), we see that it makes calls on routines in
the parameter-specification (prmspc) overlay to allow
the user to make selections on the screen and to
routines in the text-editing (txtedt) overlay to
implement the algorithms for the commands.
Since the syntax for a procedure call permits an
entire link to be used in place of a procedure name,
we can use the "Jump to link" command to see what
these routines in txtedt actually doIf we jump "up" from the procedure pointed to by the
link (Figure 111-14), we see that once again this
code can act as a model since it only implements the
delimiting of the selected entities and goes to
another routine, movetx, to actually move the te t.
We therefore copy this branch also and make the
necessary changes for the "transpose" command (see
bottom of Figure 111-14; Figure 111-15 is the same as
Figure II1-14 except that all lines are shown).
The necessary modtfications are changing the
procedure names to correspond to our code in the
mnctrl overlay and changing the name of the
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routine that is called to actually do the
transposition.

The "jump to name" command takes us to the movetx
routine (Figure 111-16), which again serves as a
model for our new routine, trantx.
After outputting
the file we do "Jump File Return" t ice to get back
to the SYSGD file.

Thus our new command has been implemented into the
We must now compile the
source code for NLS.
maincontrol an.c1 textediting overlays and reload the
Rather than do the compilation from NLS, we
system.
will use the NUYILITY subsystem to both compile the
files and load a new version of the system, which can
then be run experimentally under DDT (see Figures
111-17, II1-18, and III-19).
In Figures 111-19 and
111-20, the new command is successfully tested.
Let us now continue our examination of the SYSGD file
(for a review, see Figure 111-3). As shown above, the
SYSGD file can be used to help one examine and modify
There are also ways in which it can
the source code.
help one locate procedures of a given functional type.
The use of the keyword system with the "index" branch
anu the use of the content analyzer on the "ovlind"
branch are two examples of this aid.
The "index" branch contains categorical listings of
Using the
the procedures in the system by function.
keyword retrieval system, one can select and weight
categories and have the named entries (links to
procedures in this case) presented in order of
decreasing relevance, according to the user's
weighting and order of selection. One may then take
the links and examine the documentation and code for,
each procedure (see Figures 111-21, 111-22, and
111-23).

The "ovlind" branch of the SYSGD file contains
information about each overlay in the system,
including lists of all of the procedures, organIzed
on an overlay basis, with oneline explanations of
functions (see Figures 111-24 and 111-25).

Since a brief description of each procedure's
function is 'associated with its name, we can use the
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content analyzer to help us find procedures of a
For example, we can insert a
given type.
contentanalysis pattern to search for statements
containing the string "display" (see Figure 111-26).

We compile the pattern (see Figure 111-27) and
recreate the display with the contentanalysis
filtering in effect. Now only statements containing
the string "display" will be shown (see Figure
I11-28).

The result of this content filtering on this branch
of the file is a list of procedures that in some way
This is a useful way to
deal with the display.
retrieve uptodate lists of procedures of a given
functional type.
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:E III-2

I\ILS DISPLAN' BEFORE A FILE IS LOADED OR CREA-TED. A "Load Fife"
command has been specified but not executed.
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" -7079-1
111-3

MA-JO R SECTI aNS OF THE NES S'YSTEIV1-01 RECTORY F I LE, SYSGD.

command specified in Figure 111-2 has just been executed:

The

a "Jump" command

to display the "Global Documentation" branch has been specified but nnt execute
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111-4

'`GLOBAL DOCUMENTATION BRANCH OF SVSID WITH BRANCH-ONLY.'
FEATURE IN EFFECT_ The user is about to follow a link which will cause
the file-structure documentation to be displayed.
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KAP OF SYMBOLS AND BINARIES

(heijghf0 ruOuosirs FOR /MPROVEMENTS

1-

079-1

The user has novv returned to the sanne view shuwn in Figure Il13 (several stew
A. "Jump" command to diSplay the
have been omitted from the sequence)_
Phoughts for Improvements" branch has been specified but not executed.
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7 70-1

111-6

The Thoughts for improvements" branch serves as a repository for ideas about
what could be done to improve the system. A "Jump to Name" command
s. been specified to display a statement named "overlay" the user has
specified this name by typing it in.
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FIGURE 111-7

FIRST BRANCH OF SYSGD FILE:
USED BY NLS SYSTEM

DIAGRAM OF OVERLAY STRUCTURE
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JUMP
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I-0 LINK

eJtv
I mnctr II

main control overlay

link to ft le ink. mnctrl.
at art tn9 I coat ion: or9mci.

ikdf ERICKSoN

:

looe page 5

cel Is used: 27450
procedures in the FINCIAIL overlay
Vol what character
wait I

Nati for !win

I caqrs) command accept . quest t on mark

idmanti display. then 90

to main

set duml eel up dummy el at emenf
cmdrot I command reset

mill spec) klud9e for 'set'
i main) read a character

TA-7079-18

FIGURE 111-8

A BRANCH GIVING SUPPORTIVE INFORMATION FOR MAIN-CONTROL
(VINCTRL) OVERLAY. Display shows only the first line of each statement.
A "Jump to Link" command has been partially specifiedno selection has
been made.
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JuMP ro LINK

ALL

.15Ncrn

6,14V

Imnc/rll
main control overlay
link to ft le Infs. mnctrl.
fabbjhnzi
st art ing location: orgmct=24000 page
cells used:
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procedures In the 5iNcriti. o erlay
1 wei
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lwalti watt for FINCIRL

iNtS. Nmerft. wait ;NW
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accept.
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INLS. 101014. eaqm
idmanii display. then 90 to main
INLS. MNCIflL. dmain

I set dum) set up dummy et at ement
INLS. iiinfRL.

wet dum

:

TA-7 379-19

FICURE 111-9

SAME AS FIGURE 111-8, EXCEPT THAT DISPLAY SHOWS ALL LINES
OF EACH STATEMENT. The link in the statement named "wc" has been
selected; this link specified another statement named "wc" in a file called

"MNCTRL" under User "NLS" (the characters "jgebr in the link are
VIEWSPEC codes).
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ALL

4

GJLV

JUMP

TO I TEM

ter)

bp an zap CASE
a:
GROUP: edlt STATE: xa. edlt OSP I ec Append St at ement I
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CASE
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.
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CASE

CASE
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REPEAT

. I
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FIGURE III-10

RESULT OF -JUMPING" ON THE LINK SELECTED IN FIGURE III-9
(from Index in SYSGO File to Source Code for "wc" Procedure in
Main-Control Overlay). A "Jump- command has been specified to display
a particular branch of this code.
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COPY BRANCH

(jLv
0..'a"

01:m1P:edit

..c:
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USPI(Move taESA)
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SfArE:mc.edlt DSF((- ( Move Character)
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FIGURE ill-11

CODE DESCRIBING COMMAND LANGUAGE FOR 'WOVE- COMMANDS,
IN A SPECIAL-PURPOSE LANGUAGE. A "Copy Branch" command has
been specified to create a duplicate copy of this command-language code.
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=
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FIGURE 111-12

By executing the "copy branch" command, then substituting "Transpos

for "Move," "qt" for "qm," and "tr" for "m," we produce the commandlanguage code for the "transpose" command. A -Jump to Predecessor"
command has been specified to redisplay the unaltered command-language

code for "Move.-
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FIGURE 111-13

COMMAND-LANGUAGE CODE FOR "MOVE" COMMANDS, WITH ALL

LEVELS SHOWING. We now "Jump" on a link to a routine named "time"
in the "TXTEDT" overlay file which implements the "Move Character"
command (the link in this case is a subroutine call in the "Move" commandlanguage code
photo shows display just before "Jump" command is executed).
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LVI

ALL

cOPT BRANCH

I

HJLY

I move I
tgrocl

4(ccIllmot661.1p1 TO 4)

*cedltft)11132.4P5

ro 61

Goro tmovetx) ENO.
Icpwl
4(wdr?1481.01 TO 41

44wdr)1582.05 TO 61
4(ddltrVIIPTAP$1 GOTO imovet X) ENO.
tcitool
(wdr)(461.$P1 ro 4) 4ndr)(482.05 TO 8)
tddltm)161,7.06) sort, (movetv ENO.
4-ttdr,t1811.6P1 ro 41
tqmt)
4tidr)(402,08 r 4)
GOTO <movet 4) ENO.
tqmv1
44vdr)(481.01 TO 4)

4.4vdr)(182.1135 TO 6)

4(dd1W14P7.6P6) OOTO 4ftowettt, ENO.
(qm1)

4.(vdr)1181.6P1 TO 41

4-41dr)1$132.1P5 TO 11

+tddltuntsP7.061 6010 4movetx) ENO.
4tocillm)1401.SPI TO 4) +41dr31482.163.0,5 To 6)
sort) (movetx, ENO.

I franepose 1
44ocIllmlIsE11.01 ro 41

4eodhot (MAP

TO 8)

4.1.rantx,($81.$02) : ENO.
tqfw)
+(wdr)1821.11,1 TO I)
cwdr)16132.6r5 TO 81
4 ((Pant x)(813).3B2): ENO.
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FIGURE 111-14

We have executed the "Jump to Link" command from the previous view, and
then executed a "Jump to Up" command (omitted from sequence of photos)
to display the source statement of "qmc." We see that the code which
implements the "move" commands can be used as a model for the "transpose"
command. Again, "Copy Branch" is used to make a duplicate copy of this code,
and the copy is altered to produce code for the "Transpose" command (bottom
of photo).
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ALL

ALL

JUMP ro NAME FIRSr

kJLV

MOVED;

mave x
Igmc) +(cdltotsel.sel ro

+(cdhaolsalt.aes To a)
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1cpwl
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To 4)

soro movetx) END.
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.1.(1.1de,Is82.1ea

ro
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+(dditaolae7.1eal soro imove4x) END.
lqm/1
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6010 Imovex, ENO.
4.(vdr,Alaksel ro 4) +(vdr)(se2.se5 ro 8)
4(ddlisol8P7.8P81 sore (alsystx) END.

tqmv)

lqm)t *ivdr,1481.SPI
+(cldl IrOISP7.SP8
[cot)

4(Dc11(
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raove(x) ENO.

ro 4)

#ctdP)13132.181.5P5 ro 8)
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FIGURE 111-15

SAME DISPLAY AS FIGURE 111-14 BUT WITH ALL LINES SHOWING.
We now follow a "GOTO" instruction by using the "Jump to Name"
command (photo shows display just before "Jump" command is executed).

ALL

ALL

JUMP FILE REFURN

NNCrRL

6.11.r

:C

1160ve

IF SFIBI1 a SFIBZI THEN
IF HI < 82 114EN
SFI811 P2. PLIr*. Ps P. P4 P7. Pe SE(811
ST BI

ELSE Sr SI
ELSE BEG:N
Sr 81
Sr 82

SF16111 P7. Fe P2. PLITN. PS P6. P4 5E1811

SFI811 P2. OCITI. PS P6. P4 SEM):

SF1132) P7. PI 5EI821 END:
arO (recred) END.
(tranix) PROCEDLIREIbugl.bu92):
!ILLbu91. buip:
44PRN5PC.iPna044(1P1.41121
DELPrRIP1 P2) DELPIRIPS P6) :C
IF SFIbu911 = SFibu921 THEN
IF bug/ ( bu92 MEN
SFIbuglI P3. PS P6. P4 P7. F1 P2. FS SEIbu91)
ST bugI
ELSE
SF(bugll P7. PI P2. P6 P7. PS P. P4 SEIbugI)
Sr bugi
ELSE BEGIN
SFIbugl/ P2. PS P6. r4 SEIbugI);
sr bugi

rella
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FIGURE 11 -16

The "movetx" code has been copied and altered to produce the "tran "
code for the new command. We now return to the previous file by
using the "Jump File Return" command (photo shows display just before
"Jump" command is executed).

aNU T1 L FY .

advised tty open = .8
96 (1-9) is uR
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1

eENTLR NtS.
PASSWORD- ON

07/23/70 11231:11
o ExECUrI

fir

- 1

a
a

oRESEr.
a
* F1 le.

ell

f t :e

Text

PINCTRI. TXTEDT

Mira e
*Compile
*Write Binaries.
*Abort
*Go
.

.
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FIGURE 111-17

The NUTILITY subsystem allows one to automatically archive, retrieve
from archive, compile, print, and cross-reference files (display is now
running in Teletype-simulation mode, as it was before NLS was started
up in Figure 111-1).
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ativi eed Uy open r.
ARC 114 (3-9/ IS UP
EHrER OLS,
PASSWORD- OK

07/23/70 1123:53
EXECUTII/ITY -1.

* RESET.

* Read 8irlariee.

MLS
*File.

eti file All Mee.
its()
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FIGURE III-18

Once the changed code has been compiled, NUTILITY can be used to
automatically load a new version of the system.
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72

CURE III-19

ALL

ALL

TRANSPOSE WORD

OU MY

t hit a i s

et all ernent

-I- X*. -7079-2.f

Under DDT we run the new experimental I\J LS and build a dummy
statement to test the new -transpose- command. In this photo the
Command has bean specified and two words selected.
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1
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111,1
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1
III

I II"
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1.14

foloi Y,PI,Nilpicr

v m,4j,

4011 0,1
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'71.....11.111.111111=11.011111111011111.111111111111111111111111
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!)

-IP -1.-- :

AL L

HJLV

ALL

TRANSPOSE WORD
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s-t'tenenj t t a a
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FIGURE 111-20

Here the -transpose.' c rnmand has been executed,

_
_

_

_

_

_ -_ z

_

,
: -_

_

AL L

ALL

KEYWORD SELECT

V jL V
( Index)

FILEIO

CATEGORIES FOR NLS PROCEDURES

file handling
Illlelot RANDOR FILE I/0
4* flodrfb) trdhdp)
f t lcopyi FILE COPYING
*
leopftli tgetwkai

! ri !reit FILE BLOCK REFERENCING
*
I odesty)
lodefb)
I odedb)
(

i

tftleamtval/ FILE commoL
*

fopnffkl flodr-fb)

Ibr.sts6x) tedhdr1

-1-.47%-7070-A

I GU R E III-21

A.nother branch of the S'Y'SG 0 file allows one to select procedures
according to function with the "Keyword" commands_ I n -this photo
the user has selected the word "fileio" as a keyword; we see that the
statement named "filelo" contains two other names, "lodrfb" and
..rdhdr,`. in a special format.

_

_
_

_

LL

ALL

JUMP CO LINK

:urii ry

/MALY

FIGURE 111-22

I odrfb) Iod random f I le bl ock
)9.3
0 ENLS. u rI ry _ lodrtb

(rdhdrl read header block of fIle
(NLS. jocri. rrihdr

Zo.t

TA.-707S:

OISPL_PkY PRODUCED BY KEYWORD SYSTEM_ When the selected
procedures are presented, one can "Jump," via the associated links,

and examine the documentation and code for the procedure_

_

_

-

-

-

LL

SYGD

JUMP FILE ftEruRN

ALL

LV
(

I odr- f 1:31

Z fhl e Ia 1 he PROCEDURE that ever yon

ca I

random ft le b I ock loaded

s

-t o have a

t nt o core_
Also. it is possible to
obi atm a b ock of core which ieempt.y and not associ at ed wit h
t he iff e. F r- example_ a Jong It er-a reg
er C s creal ed In
t hi s way.
rhere are several 1K blocks in core._ come of whi ch
may be 'frozen". which means that -1 hey may not be moved or
ueed for anyt ht ng el se.
LODRire loader the desired f le bl ock
n/ o one of
hese core blocks..
On en-E ry. t he A cont aria 1 he
random ft le block number_ and thee con/ a Ins the b I ock
ype.

or -1 IF

no f i le block is t o be read Int o -that
fhe a lgorit hm Is apporxt mat el y as fol lowel

core b I ock.

First,

a b I ock is chosen. A quick scan t 9 made to f nd an
unueed block_ If all are tn uve. rHEN a :trcular counter
imAcP1 ts used -to find the 'next
cor-e block /hat Is not
frozen.

If all

er.e

frozen. RERROR le caled_

red c I ock doee not exist.
I f the newl y found core block con-t ans a ft le block, t hen
RERROR La cal I ed IF

1 he deal
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111-23

DOCUMENITAVT1ONI 13F LIZIDRFB PROCEDURE_

The Jump to Link-. comman

specified in Figure 111-22 has been executed, and -the user has sat up a "'Jump
Pile Return to display the SYSGD file again_
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'I

ig,'

_

-,

---o Z'-

OVERLAY INuEx & DEBUG INFORMArION

auxcod)

trecint

dal a page

dat a)

u(
I

I ity package
Input feedback

y)C0 ut

npfbk)
rrinc-t r. I

RE III-24

forks and fork et art In9
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RESULT OF CONTENT ANALYSIS: a list of procedures that
deal with Zhe display (since they contain the word display")

in same way
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The Augmented Manager
Introduction
a.

General Considerations

Most people need to play the role of "manager" et
various times, whether that role is their primary
function or simply a necessary element for the
accomplishment of their other work.
We will use the terms "manager" and "management" in
this expanded sense, applying them to an individual's
management of his own time, resources, and skills as
well as to individual and collective management of
the work of other individuals and groups.
Our experience with augmented management can be
described best in terms of the augmentatron tools we
have developed and the methods we have evolved for
exploiting these tools in the task of management.
Once a tool goes into use, methodology becomes as
complex and critical a concern as the design and
development of the tool itself, and our research in
the area of augmenting management has been concerned
principally with the development of special
methodologies for using our basic augmentation tools
with only secondary emphasis on the development of
new specialpurpose tools.
We havv identified the following as some of the major
needs -relevant to fulfilling the role of manager in our
augmented community.
Fast and flexible means for accessing and
(I)
studying management w-o kikg flies and other group
workibg files
Technlques for loceting specific plecas of
information in a complex file'or collection of fll.es
(2)

(.3)

_Effic.ie'nt Methods for.- entering-, tipdating, and

storing Mana,gement Anforma_tion
(4)

Techn quea for interacting w.lth o her .group
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members to verify and comment on in ormation within
the group's working records

Facilities for rapid and flexible composition,
(5)
modification, and publication of management
documentation
Special tools for the processing of management
information (e.g., the NLS calculator faciiity).

(6)

Some of the specific tools and methods developed in
response to the needs outlined above are described
briefly below.

Our collection of online files now contains
considerable management information of various kinds,
and we heve pursued our investigation of
managementinformation operations by using NLS and
TODAS to provide and develop aids for management of
the ARC online community.
There are many areas of potential application for
online aids, and we have chosen those which appear
to be most useful operationally for the purposes 01
experimentation and development.

CostAccounting Files
While still under continuous development, special
costaccounting files (described in detail in Section
These files are
III-0-2 below) are now in routine use.
extremely useful in terms of getting work done, and our
experience with developing and using them has
constituted some of our most fruitful research on the
intensive exploitation of the overall online system.
The files have an intricate structure, designed for
maximum mobility in accessing information and for
maxi,mum efficiency in interfacing with the NLS
Intelligent use of these files
calculator facility.
includes the entry of new information and the occasional
restructuring of the information to take advantage of
new possibilities in the system and to meet newly
While fundamentally simple, this kind
discovered needs.
of usage requires the coordinated operation of the most
advanced features of NLS; thus the costaccounting files
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leading edge of our research on highly interactive
information structures.

are a

WorkPlanning Files
We have begun experiments in using NLS files for the
planning and monitoring of tasks within our project
Our first experiment involved the
activities.
management of the TODAS development activity, for which
we created a file called UPLAN to use in formulating
specifications for TODAS and in planning for the
implementation of the specified features.
This file contains a branch for each identified task
with the following information organized for easy
study and retrieval:
(I) Description of the task, with links to other
working files used in its development
(2) Comments on the relationship of the task to
other ARC tasks

(3) Estimates of implementation costs (mainly
manpower) and schedule of work and implementation
stages

(4) Comments on the current status of planning and
implementation.
We also created a separate file. called UHEET conta ning
agendas and notes for Ahe TODAS development activity
meetings.

We made use of a research assistant working online
to take notes during these meetings. The research
assistant worked from an agenda composed before the
meeting so as to have a convenient framework for
notetaking, and was also available for finding
online information as needell during the meetings.
Successive meeting agendas and minutes were kept in
single file so as to make it easy for us to search
for records of all discussion related to any given

a

topic.

less formal basis, we hav'e _us A various other flies
a
for work planning throughout the pro ect'silistory.

On
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rhis has ranged from the construction of lists of tasks
in such a way as to reflect their interdependencies, to
the maintenance by individuals of files listing their
personal tasks on hand along with plans for completing
these tasks.
d.

Personnel Files

Some of our personnel information is now kept in online
Features in the timesharing system permit us to
files.
restrict access to some of these files, while letting
others remain "public." Even though our personnel
roster i5 relatively small, we find it advantageous to
have the ability to specify automat-ic searches on the
personnel files, especially for such tasks as cost
estimation.
e.

Documentation

All of our documentation, from large final reports to
the brief circulars distributed at conferences, is
Our
composed, stored, and updated in online files.
and
fast
flexible compositioa and editing capabilities
publication technology (from online file to formatted
hardcopy in a few seconds per page) give management
controls over the documentation process that are not
possible without augmentation.

OnLine Dialogue
We use the term "dialogue" to indicate the process of
formal communication via interactions with a common
information base. This kind of dialogue plays an
important role in the formulation and monitoring of
planS for project activities, and while we are stili
using informal experimental methods to achieve this, we
are in the process of formulating the initial plans for
a longterm investigation of advanced technioues for
augmenting dialogue processes.
Subsequent sections offer detailed descriptions of several
management applications that have been developed using NLS
and TODAS, illustrated with photographs taken from NLS
display screens to show sequences of
A familiarity with
informationmanipulation operations.
that
they are explained in
the basics of NLS (to thv extent
Appendix A) is assumed.

11
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In following the descriptions, it should be kept in mind
that the speed with which NLS serves its users is an
important part of its utility.
The photographs indicate
transitions that take only one or two seconds under good
conditions.
This speed lends great power and
flexibility to the relatively simple service functions
performed by NLS.
2.

Project Cost Reco ds
In our routine operations, we need frequent and rapid
access to summary data on project costs, with little
reference to lowerlevel details except when the costs are
first checked for reasonableness and accuracy. Therefore
we decided to start by putting summary data online at ARC.
As needed in the future, we can add more levels of detail.

We first constructed a costhistory file for 1968-1969
costs on SRI projects ESU 7101 (RADC Con ract
F30602-68C-0286) and ESU 7079 (NASA Con ract NAS 1-7897).
This file is called HISCO.
The elements of HISCO included the following for each of
the two projects, on the basis of 4week accounting
periods (as used by SR1's accounting system):
(1) Salary
(2) Burden

(3) Overhead

(4) Total cost
(5) Fee

(6) Total charges.

See Figures 111-29, 111-30, and 111-31 (illustrations
for this section are grouped together, beginning on
page 75).
Each of these three figures shows a
display of one branch of the file, containing the
information for a specific project and year.
We also needed a section showing combined salary
costs and combined total charges for all of our
projects (see Figures 111-32 and 111-33). We put

67
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The
these costs in separate branches of the file.
last branch shows total costs for both projects
We retroactively studied existing records
combined.
1968
data and kept up the 1969 costs every 4
for all
weeks, entering the new data by hand.

The usual way of accessing HISCO was via preestablished
links from other working fiies whenever the user had a
The VIEWSPECS in the link
question about recent costs.
usually caused HISCO to be brought in with only
highlevel statements on display, showing only the
headings for project name, combined salary, total
charges, and total ARC costs (see Figure 111-34).
The user could then select the project he was
ta Item), open up
interested in (by the command Jum
for
viewing,
and
see column
an additional level
headings and numerical data (Figures 111-29, 111-30,
and 111-31).
Then he could jump down through the accounting
periods to the one he was looking for.
If he was making a calculation (perhaps already
started iri-the file he was working in before he
loaded HISCO), he could then call the calculator
and add, sJbtract, multiply or divide by any of
His previous calculations
the numbers in HISCO.
in the previous file would remain intact.
If finished with HISCO, he could then return to
the previous file (by the command Jump FiIe
Return) and continue with the calcUlatron, having
found in HISCO the input number or numbers he was
looking for.

As an arena for experimentation, HISCO proved valuable.
Operationally, it was useful from time to time but revealed
Our
a need for more frequent updating of the summary data.
perience with HISCO led to the development of a
redesigned costhistary file called COSTS which is updated
weekly, with 4week and cumulative summaries.
The cost elements in this file are:
Safary costs

73
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(2) Total personnel costs
(3) Non-labor costs
(4) Total costs

(5) Total charges with fee
5) Balance remaining.

See Figures 111-35, 111-36, and 111-37.
Figures
111-35 and 111-35 show the same branch of the file
with different VIEWSPECS; Figure 111-35 displays one
more level than Figure 111-35, and this level shows
the weekly data.
Figure 111-37 shows the weekly data
for another project.

We also included funding information showing current
totals, unfunded totals, and total contract amounts
ln the "cost," "fee," and "total" categories.
We use separate branches for each project and for total
ARC project costs (Figure 111-38).
The skeleton format
for the file was set up In advance for the entir.e year
of 1970.

Before entering any actual data, we copied the first
top-level branch (containing some 70 statements)
within the file at the same level four or five times
so as to create blank format branches. Then we
simply inserted the project name headings for each
project into a corresponding blank branch. We keep
one blank format branch in the file in case any new
projects should arrive.
Like HISCO, COSTS Is usually reached through a link from
some other working file, perhaps while a study of
near-future costs is in progress, or from a proposal
cost estimate under development.
Again the file is
usually entered with only the top-level statements or
project headings showing (see Figure 111-39).
is ol inter-est, the
If a particular p.roject
correspOnding branch IS selected and -another
6pened:for vi-ew: The second-lavestyows:

level

period7by-T.eriod sLibto-tals. Tn each co'st-clateg.ory
weekl-Y data are des4r-edi .another level
opened by

If
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changing the VIEWSPECS and a particular week is
selected by the command Jump to Item.

The statement for each week has the weekending date
The reason for using this form of name
as its name.
construction is not only so that the statement for a
particular week can be accessed by the Jump to Name
command using the ending date, but also so that the
date may optionally be suppressed from the display.
(NLS has the capability of suppressing ail statement
names from the display.)
The normal way of viewing these particular files is
with names suppressed; thus the dates do not clutter
However, a user who needs to know the
the display.
ending date for a particular week can see it by
executing a single command.
To access the information for another project wi-thin
COSTS, one executes Jump to Return twice to see the
toplevel statements again (Figure 111-39).

One can move very quickly and accurately through a file
that is set up in this fashion, even without any
familiarity with the information it contains.
The primary function of COSTS is to show a consistent
weekbyweek progression, by category, of costs for each
The file can also be used for study purOoses,
project.
through the use of contentanalyzer patterns, some of
which are stored in the origin statement (see Figure
111-40, which is the same as Figure 111-39 but with
Any other patterns can be created
different VIEWSPECS).
as needed.

This allows a user to extract special categories of
information from the file very quickly. For example,
a user may easily create a display showing all
project costs for the eighth week of 1970, for each
It is also possible to output such a
ARC project.
"filtered" display via a line printer, thus obtaining
hard copy of a specialpurpose extract from the total
file.

is helpful when using the
talcurator on all the data for one week, project
project, to find total ARC charges by tategory.
The content anal-yzer
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When only one week's data are displayed (Figure
II1-41), one can add items down each column and
One can
insert the answer in the "ARC total" space.
then clear the accumulator, ana add down the next
This is done very rapidly through bug
column.
selection of input numbers and keyset entry of
Add, Add, Add, Add, Insert, Clear, Add,
commands
Add, Add, Add, Insert, Clear, and so forth.
The COSTS file is now operationally useful to us, and we
expect it to be useful for future experimentation with
automatic processing techniques.
3

Estimates for Proposals
Personnel Costs

An estima'or working on a proposal can select from an
online file, by labor category, representative people
who may be involved with the proposed work; as he
selects them, he can transfer their names and relevant
information about them to a file where he is building up
his estimate.
The estimator loads a special file, maintained by
himself, which is a directory to all of his other files
and perhaps to a few files belonging to other people.
Figures 111-42 and 111-43 are two displays of a user's
file directory.
In Figure 111-42, only firstlevel
statements are shown; these are used for establishing
In Figure 111-43, another level is shown,
categories.
containing the actual directory listings in each
category.

This "File directory" contains links to each of the
In the present case the f;les
files that it lists.
nrcbably would be cost histories, personnel iistings,
pre laus special studies of costs, and other
adminlst ative information.

He loads a previous cost estimate, makes a working copy
of it, changes the heading to reflect the name of the
new proposal estimate, and eliminates the amounts from
the old estimate.
If any
This produces a blank costestimete format.
items:.from.the old estimate are inappropriate, they
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are easily deleted; new items are easily added as
separate statements. When the format is ready, it
output as a new file.

is

He can then load a file that lists names of people in
the group and some projection of expected additions.
Figures 111-44, 111-45, and 111-46 show portions of such
a

file.

Using this personnel-listing file, he obtains
information about labor categories. A branch
containing content-anaiyzer patterns is kept in the
These can be easily reached by jumping to a
file.
link that causes all the patterns to be disployed
(Figure 111-47).
Each pattern will select some particular category
For example, the
of statements from the file.
estimator will need to know which people have the
status of Senior Professional.
He selects the appropriate pattern with the
command Execute Content Analyzer, and then
jumps on a llnk that turns on the content
analyzer, starting the search at the beginning
of the branch conalning personnel listings and
restricting the search to that branch.
This pro-duces a display showing only the

listi-ng of seniar professionals in the group.
This set of statements can then be transferred
to the neW proposal cast-estimate file.

Other patterns can be used to extract set_ of
statements ac-cording to other criteria -- far
example, all the hardwara or software peopk: in
the gr'oup (Figures III-48 and I1I-49).
Thus the estimator can select, by labor Category,
representative peaple who may be involved with tha
proposal; as he selects them, he can.transfer, their
names and:the informatjon that goes with them to the
file where-he is b-ull'clin'g--up hla estiMate-.
The payroll b.urden and overhead rates are checked for
curre'ncy and inserted into th-e estimate, using the
At this
calculator-to apply tham to- the direct labor
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point the labor portion of

the estimate

is

c mpleted.

NonLabor Costs
A typical estimate will involve some travel costs, some
consultant costs, and some report costs.
Data
supporting the cost of consultants may be checked by
reviewing current consultants' costs by project and by
consultant.
These are kept in a separate file and
reached through a link for review.
The d ta m y be
copied into the estimate if desired.

Reportproduction costs are estimated using current
Institute schedules, which are based primarily on the
number of pages expected in the end product.
These
computations can be made using t'le calculator and the
existing cost factors from the last proposal (checked
for current applicability).
In addition, the proposal may contain plans to add
In this case, the estimator will use an
equipment study written in another file by the people
involved in hardware design.
equipment,

The equipment costs contained in the special study
are summarized in total and reached by a link.
The
special study can be viewed and updated as
appropriate and can be copied to go with the proposal
as an appendix or used later for backup.
In this fashion, various information is gathered from
various files and transferred into the developing cost
estimate.
Figures 111-54, 111-51, and 111-5a show
portions of a completed online cost estimate actually
used for a recent ARC proposal.
4.

PurchaseOrder Processing
In making estimates of costs for new equipment being
constructed at ARC, reference to previous cost information
is very useful.
We constructed a
purchaseorder/requisition processing file that contains a
separate statement for each item purchased for the past few
years.
Figure 111-53 shows a portion of this file.
Al) outstanding ,orders are contained al a secon,d level
within a single tranctl (see Figure 111-54); therefore the
r
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distinction betWeen outst3nding and completed orders is
To reduce clerical
easy to see by reference to level.
error, we consider an order completed when the comp pattern
is inserted and the statement is moved to its alphabetical
position on the 'cop

level.

This file can be searched using the content analyzer in
If we wonder what we purchased on
some interesting ways.
PR A08927, the question can be answered simply by executing
a contentanalyzer pattern specifying the number. We can
quickly see all outstanding orders charged to a particular
Figure 111-55 shows a contentanalyzer pattern
project.
that has been temporarily written into the file, for
finding any entries pertaining to orders for relays under
Figure 111-56 shows a view generated by
Project 7101.
using this pattern.

This file is kept uptodate by the secretary of the
hardware group, who is most involved Nith requisitioning.
She does this updating entirely with TODAS.
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CONTENT-ANALYZER P/NTTERNS STORED IN THE PERSCoNNE LINFORMATION FILE_ Each set of square brackets contains one
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The Augmented ReportWriting Team
I.

Introduction

This section discusses the generation of large,
contractually required reports, since these test our
capabilities most thoroughly. Smaller, less formal reports
involve a great deal less effort; the advantages discussed
below are equally present, but the problems are
insignificant in comparison to the ones that arise with,
for example, a final report.
It should be noted that much of this discussion is
applicable to proposals and other types of documents, as
well as reports.
2.

Team Approach

As in many other research groups, none of our major reports
are written by a single individual.
Because of the broad scope of activities reported
ranging from management systems research to the detailed
we use a team
design of software implementations
approach, involving one or two individuals who
coordinate the effort and numerous others who contribute
sections of material covering their particular
specialties.

The present report contains material written by at least
six people -- the exact number is hard to determine
because some material is adapted from previous
documents, using archived files saved for this purpose.
Also involved in the process are individuals who must
formally approve sec ions as they are written, the
principal investigator, who must approve the overall report
at various stages of completion, and a technical
writer/editor.
Typical)y, these persons as well as the coordinators are
also major contrib.utors to the text of the report,.
This list excludes other SRI personnel outside of ARC
editors, illustrators, officers who must approve the
Part of the reportwriting team's job is
report, etc.
to conduct liaison with these people.
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Augmentation bears upon all aspects of this team effort.
Because of the flexibility of the tools (principally NI_S),
the various individuals involved use the system in various
individualistic ways.

To some, NLS is simply a supertypewriter; to others,
is a highpowered study aid for searching existing
material and extracting information needed in the

it

current report.

Some people prefer to do certain types of work with
hard copy rather than at a console.
These people use
NLS for rapid production of hard copy of latest
versions of parts of the report; after working on the
hard copy, they use NLS for rapid incorporation of
their changes and additions into the master files on
line.

To the coordinators, augmentation means the ability to
create an outline of topics to be covered in the report,
with notations indicating persons responsible for writing
particular sections, comments as to desired amounts of
material and depth of coverage, deadlines for successive
drafts, etc.
Such an outline can be continually updated by changing
the basic plan of the report, adding or deleting
sections, altering deadlines and assignments, etc.; thus
the outline becomes a continuing status report of
considerable complexity, yet with all information
readily accessible because of NLS features such as the
content analyzer.
As sections of the report begin to take shape as NLS
files, links to these files can be inserted at the
appropriate locations in the outline. Now the
coordinators, examining the status of the report effort,
can jump instantaneously from a planning description of
part of the report to a view of the actual work in
progress; conversely, authors working on report sections
can examine and reexamine the outline as they work.
It is difficult to make a meaningful comparison between
reportwriting at ARC and elsewhere, because the process
always depends heavily on the individuals involved and the
organization's general philosophy about reports, as well as
the facilities available.
However, we can safely say that

19
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this kind of close teamwork would be quite impossible for
To
us without the augmentation aids that support it.
collaborate as tightly as we do without augmentation, we
would need an immense amount of time and a staff of
fulltime coordinators, clerks, and typists.
Advantages

3.
a

NLS
As a tool for coping with the mechanical problems of
input of material, assembly of
report writing

material into a report structure, organization within
NLS has
the structure, text editing, and final output
proven to be superb. For some operations, such as
automatic searching of thousands of words of text for
particular words or phrases, NLS is several orders of
magnitude more efficient than paperandpencil
technology.
To illustrate the advantages of NLS,
consider a few specific examples.

let US briefly

For entering text, NLS becomes a supertypewriter.
This is prObably the simplest possible use of NLS.
The advantages of NLS over a typewriter .come from
several factors:

Backspacecharacter and backspaceword keys,
which cause immediate deletion of the last input
character or word.
The user's knowledge that further corrections
(2)
can easily be-made later.
The availability of NLS's study capabilities.
(3)
This is the most critical advantage, since it
allows the writer to go back rapidly over what he
has already written and reorient himself as he
moves from one topic to another.
As a tool for assembling, organizing, and
reorganizing material from diverse sources (recent
input, existing files, etc.) NLS replaces such
technology as the looseleaf binder, the blackboard
full of notes, the extra information written on small
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slips of paper and clipped to pages in the looseleaf
binder, etc.
In our present state of ev lution, this
replacement is necessarily incomplete
the older
methods are used in coordination with NLS.
However, NLS dominates the overall technology for
organizing material and to this extent it greatly
increases efficiency.

The master copy of a report in progress i5 a set
of NLS files.
The insertion of new material as
becomes available is accomplished quickly and
smoothly, and the working material is completely
legible at all stages.

it

The difference between working with a formatted
NLS display and working with a binder of cut,
stapled, pasted, and pencilmarked typewriter
copy must be experienced to be appreciated.
Moreover, a complete, fresh, fully formatted
printout of the existing draft can generally be
obtained in a few minutes, at any stage of the
job.

The term "editing' is usad here to mean the task of
going through a draft or a section of a draft and
correcting errors of spelling, grammar, style, and
(within limits) content.
Our reports generally receive two editing pas
one by ARC's technical writer, using NLS, and
second by one of the SRI editing staff -using

5:
a

pencilandpaper methods.
NLS permits the augmeated editor to work a great
deal faster than he could with paper and pencil.
Of 'course, he worka with the kaowledge that
another editor will go over the.draft and
habituaily leavez many decisions up to him.
The advantages of NLS for ediling sten from two
basic fact-ors
shaer speed, and the power of
automatic. searching.-

Tha speed Is just brute Jor-ce Fn action: it
quicker, for examp.le, to specify the command

io6
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"Replace Word," point to a location, type the
new word, and hit the "command accept" button
than it is to make the equivalent marks on hard
Using "Jump" commands to locate
copy.
crossreferenced locations in the text is
faster, by orders of magnitude, than flipping
pages in a binder.

Automatic searching for specified strings of
text permits operations that are virtually
impossible for the unaugmented editor.
For example, many writers consistently
misspell certain words. The augmented
editor can execute a "Substitute" command
that will correct all ocurrences of several
different consistent misspellings,
throughout a file, in a single operation.
For another example, suppose that halfway
through a lengthy draft, the editor suddenly
finds something that makes him uneasy about
the way a particular ter-m is being used -- a
term used many times in the early portions
of the draft.
The unaugmented editor would be faced
with the prospect of reexamining many
pages of text, looking closely enough to
find all occurrences of the suspect term.
This situation is one that editors
encounter quite frequently, and the work
involved is both lengthy and fatiguing.
With NLS, the problem disappears; the
editor uses the content analyzer to find
all occurrences of the term
If he then decides that a
automatically.
different word should be used, he can use
a "Substitute" command to make the change
throughout the file or in specified
portions of the file.
b

A NOte on Structured Text
format that
i.e
a
Our use of "structured text"
reflects hierarchical relationships among "statements"
,
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or paragraphs
our readers.

is some hat controversial with some of

Many of NLS's most valuable features depend upon
structured text.
Moreover, structured text has
advantages of its own.
The special formatting carries
information that is not in the text itself, thus
increasing the overall "bandwidth" and permitting
greater economy in writing.
Structured text is a direct consequence of the use of
the computer as a writing medium, just as standardized
punctuation resulted from the introduction of movable
type as the medium for publishing.
Hopefully,
structured text will turn out to be only the first step
in the development of new ways to show, by formatting
and other nonverbal means, various relationships among
the units of information that make up a document.

Assembly of Reports

As noted above, NLS is used to put together material
from various sources to produce a complete draft. This
raises the possibility of keeping on hand a large
collection of material that describes our work in its
various aspects, frequently updated so that at any time
we can extract what is needed for a report.
This
material, ideally, would make up a very sizable part of
each report and would require only simple rewriting,
thus greatly reducing the labor of reportwriting.

This idea has been with Us for years, and we have made
some progress in implementing it.
To the extent that it
actually happens, it is very worthwhile; however, only a
very small part of a typical report iS actually done
this way.

In the present report, for example, only the preface,
the bibliography, and the appendix are taken directly
from existing material.
Larger portions are derived
from existing material, but with complex and
extensive rewriting to suit the needs of this report.
Problems

The .problems of au.gmented reportwriting fall into several
categories, describe-d in the following sections.
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To some extent, the problems are not merelr
rep.ortwriting problems but augmentation problems, i.e.,
problems created by sideeffects of augmentation upon
the total ARC system.
Technical Problems
For the
The simplest problems are technical in origin.
most part, they seem not to relate to gaps in technical
i.e., "missing features" -- but rather to
capability
inadequate performance of the technical systems on which
we have come to depend.

As noted elsewhere in this report, system response is
degraded when several users are working simultaneously;
because of our team approach to reportwriting, this
degrad.)tion tends to be worst at the worst possible time
just when several people are trying to complete their
contributions to the report.
A more critical problem arises from technical
Two storage media, disc
limitations on file storage.
and tape, are available for report purpoises.

in the current syst m configurtion, is
inconvenient and can only be used for longterm

Tape,

backup copies.

In the last few months regular procedures have
been established for tape archiving; so far,
however, relatively few files have been saved on
tape in such a way as to be reasonably accessible.
Disc storage space is severely limited. Reports take
up a great deal of space compared to other types of
files in use by ARC, while at the same time they are
less useful in daytoday work by ARC personnel.

Work on a report generally involves considerable
shuffling of files in order to obtain space for
the new report files; files not related to the

report arv moved into outoftheway locations,
and we sometimes lose track of them in this
Duplicate copies are destroyed to make
process.
more room, and here there is a chance of
inadvertently destroying the last copy of a file.
Furthermore, if only one copy of a file is kept we
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face the possibility that a system error will
destroy it.
loss of a file has become a
relatively rare occurrence, as users have
become aware of the problems and developed
habits and procedures to safeguard their files.
However, we expend a great deal of time and
energy on these safeguarding measures, and this
seriously slows our reportwriting efforts as
well as all of our other online work.

The actual

When work on a report is finished (or temporarily
halted) a reverse process takes place: the report
files are hidden away, with a risk of losing them.
b.

Problems of Explaining the "Augmentation Culture'

NLS and our other augmentation systems are part of an
exceedingly complex total system that includes all of
our set procedures for doing things, our management
methods, our goals, and our strategies and priorities
This total system is the tangible
for doing research.
part of the "augmentation culture"; the intangible part
consists of personalities, emotional interactions,
intellectual orientations, etc.
It

a
tiny and incomplete culture with a brief history
laboratory model.
Nevertheless, like most cultures
is incompletely understood by the people inside it.

is
a

it

The longterm sideeffects of any innovation are
unpredictable, and occasion'ally such sideeffects give
rise to problems.

The problems of the augmentation culture affect all
our activities to varying degrees; with reports
however, these problems are multiplied, because the
central task is (in principle) to explain this same
culture to a reader who has no direct experience of

it

In practice
we rar-ely or never attempt a complete
explanation; instead wecleseribe various important
Unfertunately, this
aspects- of -our work, one .at_ a time.
lead,s to

a

fragme'n-ted bittur.e in ,whi.ch th.e true .context

of our work 7- a wholasystem approach 7 tends to
become attenuated.
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c.

Problems of Organization and Technique
What is
Practically nobody likes to write reports.
worse, very few people are capable of writing good
reports on difficult topics without very great
At ARC, we have
expenditures of time and energy.
responded to these problems in several ways:
We llave developed an elaborate system of
(1)
computer aids for writing (as well as other
p'..n-poses).

We have ne otiated our contracts in such a way
(2)
as to require a minimum number of reports.
We ha,fe used live demonstrations and films to
(3)
supplement the communication function of reports.

We have experimented continually with different
(4)
ways of organizing a reportwriting team to function
within our culture.
Some commentary on these responses may serve to
illuminate the problems.
With regard to the first item, the computer aids are
magnifice.nt (as described above).
Reducing the total number of reports required 15
debatable; it can be- argued that it would be easier
and more effective to produce small reports at more
frequent intervals, thus making final reports much
less critical and easier to mrite, since they could
lean upon the information contained in recent short
reports.
is probably true that films and live presentations
are more communicative of what %ye are doing than any
written report could be. However, they do not lessen
thp riPmnnd feir nnnd renorts and they cann,t be stored
It
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organizational approach to the report problem.
The present report is being produced under a
rather elaborate plan of highly distributed
authorship with a single individual as planner,
coordinator, and "pusher."
At this writing, our principal difficulties are in
getting all the various authors to finish their
contributions on time and in sticking to any one
scheme for the organization of the many sections
Although early analysis may well be misleading,
the situation suggests that we have concentrated
too hard upon the distribution of responsibitity
for writing sections, thus neglecting other
equally important requirements for a workable
delegation of authority, better forecasting of the
effort involved in various phases of the work,
better timing, etc.
E.

1-he Augmented Pre5 ntation
1.

General

When a group of people meets for purposes of discussion,
briefing, planning, etc., it is often necessary to
communicate a prepared body of information to them for
review, orientation, or tutorial purposes.
The usual mode in such a session (which might be a
meeting, lecture, seminar, or any other sort of
gathering dealing with any sort of subject from poverty
problems to sales policy to biochemistry) is for one
person at a time to speak, with various degrees of
preparation, and various levels of support from
audiovisual aids. Effective use of these aids usually
apes,
requires special preparation of the materials
slides, charts, etc.), or special effort at the time to
write on a blackboard or imageprojector suface
although occasionally there is an opaque projector or TV
circu!t that enables the speaker to integrate some of
his normal working material into his presentation
withouc special preparation.
To any of us who are seasoned users of NLS,
participating in conventional presentation processes has
become even more painful than it was before we became
accustomed to augmentation.
We have grown so used to
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the ability to move around easily wi hin any of our
informaton bases (designs, documentation, reference
material) and to switch quickly among the many useful
ways of viewing the information, that we wish that sort
of capability were available to the speaker.
If a closedcircuit TV system is available to distribute
the computerdisplay images to a group, then a speaker
with online access to a computerize, information system
can indeed make an "augmented presentation."

2

Early Experiments
In October 1967 we set up a special conference room, with
TV monitors arranged so that some twenty people, sitting
around a rectangular table, could watch an augmented
We inaugurated the facility with a twoday
presentation.
meeting betw,en our staff and the technical monitors from
the four agencies then sponsoring our work.

At all times during the meeti ng, the speaker sat at the
NLS control console (a positi on at the table that had a
keyboard, keyset, and mouse n addition to a monitor)
and could instantly access an d display information in
Some of the
any of our total collection o f files.
ed
reference
material for
material was specially prepar
agenda purposes, but most of it was our actual woriking
planning, design, documentation, and
material
scratchnote files.
i

A trial agenda was prepared ahead of time in an 1\11_S

file, but from the outset it w8S subject to ad hoO
review and modification.

To give the participants a be ter means of talking abiut
the displayed material (i.e., voicing questions,
challenges, or suggestions), each had access to a mouse
which could control a second tracking spot on the
This spot was used as one would use a wooden
screen.
pointer to draw attention to an item on a blackboard; it
was of different shape from the control spot used by the
speaker, so it was easy to keep track of who was
poirting.

This mode of running a projectreview meeting proved
We subsequently used the setup
very rewarding.
frequently for special presentations (mostly for
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visitors), also with great success, and perhaps a dozen
In mid-19613 we
times for working meetings of our group.
dismantled the setup, since we needed the space for
expanded s.hoR area c,nd the TV monitors for more NLS
consoles.

To get at least the capability for a larger audi-ence to
view a display, we have had a flexible arrangement for
attaching two or more TV monItors to one NLS console,
We hold many demonstrations and presentations this way,
for groups up to about 20 people.
3.

Development of Improved Capabilities

By mid-1968 we had acquired some specialeffects video
equipment tha. gave Us the following capabilities:
An operator monitors
Video monitoring and switching:
images generated from a number of sourc'es and can select
from these the signals to be channeled to various
destinations.
Two signals can be blended, with
Video mixing:
adjustable strengths, to superimpose two images.
A selected signal source can be slowly
Signal fading:
diminished or strengthened to achieve smooth, gradual
transistions between imagecomposition states.
The screen image is divided
Image splitting:
geometrically into two parts, each being the
corresponding frame part from a different image source.
A horizontal or vertical dividing line can be set at any
postion, or a rectangular inset can be made in one
corner of the frame and its size adjusted.
-

We also located a NASAowned Eidophor Video Projector at
the nearby Ames Research Center and were fortunate enough
It projects
to be able to borrow it on several occasions.
our video images onto a large single screen with very high
quality and is suitable for presentations to large
audiences.

As we were experimenting with augmented presentations, we
learned of a special technique developed by W. A. Palmer
Films Inc. of San Francisco for directly filming the video
image (and sound from a microphone circuit) to produce a
4;4-,
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motion picture.
On a number of occasions, we have arranged
for a camera and operator to film our presentations.

We also developed special coupling equipment enabling us to
lease voice and videograde transmission channels to a
From the remote site, we can then use our
remote site.
computer system to s'upport two regular NLS consoles and any
associated videocontrol and projection equipment for
conducting full presentations.
4

LargeScale Augmented Presentations
We successfully used the full range of these techniques in
in December 1968 at the
two largescale presentations
in
October
1969 at the annual
FJCC in San Francisco, and
ASIS meeting in San Francisco.
These presentations were set up with the main speaker
seated at the front of the auditorium, at one of our
regular NLS consoles, to one side of the large screen
He had a microphone,
but in full vieW of the audience.
and could directly address them as though delivering an
ordinary speech.
A TV camera mounted near him caught a fullsize face
view, and a "production manager" for the
presentation, seated at the rear of the auditorium
with switching, mixing, and framesplitting control,
could put the face view on the screen for a much more
effective feeling of direct contact between speaker
and audience.
When the speaker chose to use NLS, and turned his
head slightly to see the NLS display screen, the
projected image would be switched to show his
computerdisplay view to the audience.
Frequently, images captured on mobile TV. cameras in our
laboratory at SRI were switched onto the projection
screen, 50 that the presentation could include both a
tour of our laboratory and participation froM people
located there.

Four different researchers at the laboratory worked
during the presentation at consoles in our work room
(various shots during the presentation verified that
they were there in the background, actually using the
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consoles while the rest of the show went on).

At various times, the full face of one of the four
was brought on screen, dialogue went on between him
and the main speaker to introduce him and his topic,
and then he took over and ran a portion of the
presentation in much the same manner as the main
the screen being able to
speaker had been doing
show alternate (or split and/or mixed) images of him
and his displayscreen image.
For both conferences, the complete presentations (each
about one hour and forty minutes in length) were captured
on 16mm film (black and white with optical sound). The
ASIS film is the better of the two, and we have made eight
copies that have been in active loan circulation since the
first of the year.
It is better than any earlier
selfcontained form for conveying an overall picture of our
The copies have been loaned to 50me
augmentation system.
70 organizations, including several in Canada and one in
France, and we hear of many repeat showings put on by a
borrowing organization as a result of the response of the
initial audience.
One must see nne of the movies to appreciate the
difference between the augmented presentation system and
what could almost have been substituted for it
e.g.,
a previously made set of slides of all the
displayscreen views, and a very fast-acting and
largecapacity slideselection system under control of
the speakers.
For classroom lectures, for project briefings in
connection with complex systemdevelopmment proJects,
for presentation of complex issues to a reviewing body
(such as a congress), etc., these extensions of our
augmentation system toward an augmented presentation
system seem --tremely promising.
We intend to push further development of these
techniques for application by smaller groups within a
group Aeetings for
systemdevelopment team
brainstorming, plan and design review, etc.
5.

Conclusions

Assuming that techniques similar to ours are bound to
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evolve for widespread use in intense intellectual work both
by individuals and in small groups, it is quite obvious
that extensions to the techniques, such as described above,
for augmenting presentations to larger groups will become
quite important.
Although pursuit of presentation
techniques is not our central goal, we would like to
encourage a general appreciation of its potential.
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THE NET ORK INFORMATION CENTER

Overview of the ARPA Network
I.

Basic Description

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the
Department of Defense has inaugurated a novel experiment,
the purpose of which is to explore the possibility for
fostering effective, realtime cooperation and interarti.n
between approximately fourteen of its contractors, all of
which are doing research on the development of advanced
informationprocessing techniques.
To carry out this experiment, the Agency is in the process
establishing the ARPA Network, which is a
o f
datacommunication network linking the computer facilities
these fourteen research centers.
o f
Each of thebe centers has a coordinated collection of
both technological resources such as
resources
computers, storage facilities, input/output devices, and
software systems, and human resources such as knowledge,
skills, and methodologjes.
It h2s been necessary, in general, for these centers to
engage in wasteful duplication of basic resourc-s and to
live with adverse restrictions on the number and quality
specialpurpose resources available to the
o f
esearchers at any one center.
But wideband
perhaps
connections between centers will bring many
eventually all -- of any center's computer resources
w ithin the reach of every user in the Network.

Two basic domains of work are involved -tn this experiment:
Development of t chnology for providing
intercommuntcation be ween programs in the different
centers
(I)

Integration of the distributed r.esources of these
(2)
centers into new patterns of support for users of the
Network.

Detailed informationnetwork technology is described in a
set of companion papers presented at the 197C1 Spring Joint
Computer Conference (see Refs. I9.through 23). The
following simplified description is intended as background
for ,he discussion of the Network Information Center
contained in subsequent sections.
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2.

HosttoHost Communication
Each research center, or Network "node," will provide
access to one or more local computers dedicated to research
on informationprocessing techniques. These local
computers are called "hosts."
As part of the Network, ARPA supplies to each participating
center a small, specially programmed computer called an
Interface Message Processor (IMP) which is connected tc the
host (or hosts) f r that center.
The IMP provides each host computer with a uniform
functional interface into a network consisting of
50kilobaud transmission lines leased from telephone
companies.

Each IMP controls traffic to and from its host or hosts,
As far
as well as traffic along the Network channels.
treated
as
as each host is concerned, the Network may be
IMPs
serving
as
the
ports.
a multiport black box with

Very much like voicepath connections between users of a
telephone system, oneway message paths called "links" may
be set up between specified hosts by the IMPs.
For e.xample, "Link AD3" might designate a path from Host
A to Host 0 differentIated from other possible links
from A to D by the label "3."

Special Networkmonitor programs resident in each host
computer activate such links and negotiate among
themselves to allocate them to specific
comMunicationspath purposes.
The "0" links are reseoved for control messages directly
between the monitors.
3.

ProgramtoProgram Communication
Program A in Host A may ask for a communication link to be
established from it to Program B in Host B. As currently
planned, the tollowing chain of operations would occur:
Program A submits the request to Monitor A.

Monitor A uses Control Link ABO to negotiate this with
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Monitor B.
After Monitor B ascertains that Program B
available for such communication, the two monitors
together assign one of the ABn links to this
communication purpose (for example, Link AB4).

Monitor A verifies to Program A that its request has
been filled, and that Link AB4 is now connected to
Program B.

Program A is now linked to Program B by what appears to
the two programs as a private communication channel
between them;
any data sent out by Program A via Link
AB4 is delivered directly to Program B.
Any sort of information that could be sent between two
programs within the same comoiter may be sent along such a
channel.

For example, Program A might send control information to
Program B asking it to set up a reverse link, and to
transmit along that link the results of processing a
File B that resides within Host B.
Or conceivably,
Program B could be asked to link to Host C to get and
process File C.
Program A could be an interactive preprocessor serving
User A who is connected directly and locally to Host A
and for whom most of the service is being supplied by a
Program B.
°rogram e could be a sophisticated user
subsystem such as Mathlab at MIT, the CullerFried
system at UCSB, or our NLS.

In any of the more sophisticated, displayoriented
subsystems, User A's hardware could be different from the
hardware used at Program B's home site.
Program A might provide an adavation for the particular
terminal hardware being used by User A.
It probably would also provide some of the local
interactive feedback such as character echoing at a
fullduplex terminal-.
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B.

Some of Our Prospective Uses for the Network
1.

Basic Processes
A variety of Program A that is likely to be established
early at each host is a process that allows a typewriter
terminal at that host to link to the timesharing executive
in Host B.

Such a process would enable User A to log into the Host B's
timeshar.ing system and work as though he were a local user
at Site B, using any of the typewritero iented subsystems
that may exist in the B system.
2.

Bootstrapped SystemTransfer
For our first experiment in Network usage we have
established an interface to the Lh-iversity of Utah's
Network host, a PDP-10 computer, so that a programmer at
one of our consoles can use the editor and loaderdebugger
at Utah to develop and check out programs to be run for our
special use.
This is the first s ep in a sequence of experimental
uses of the Net.york that promises to help us
significantly in preparing to transfer our software
systems onto - new PDP-10 computer system next Pall.
In carrying out this expe i.ment, we will be coordinating
a very large collection of technological and
methodological resources in a novel way.

Ne are producing modified vers ons of all omr
These new versions will still be
language compilers.
run on our XDS94.0 system but wil! voduce object code_
for the ROP-10.

Our programmers will compose, modify, study, and
compile the software being written for the PDP-10
using only the resources of our own Center,
principally NLS and the special compilers.
Then, when there is need to test a piece of the new
software, they will activate Network links to put
them in communication with Utah's PDP-10 executive
The compiled code will be shipped Over the
system.
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Network to Utah, where
executed.

it will be loaded and

Still working at our online consoles, our
programmers will be able to debug the object code
using the PDP-10's debugging facilities and, then,
rapidly switch back to NLS to correct the source code
as well.

In this way we plan to bootstrap the development of a
PDP-10 version of NLS so that we can be up and running
very quickly when our own PDP-10 is installed. We hope
NLS will have been entirely written and mostly debugged
The entire power nf NLS will have been used
by then.
during cyclic stages of converting/rewriting, debugging,
sourcecode updating, and documentation.
interesting to note th t another POP-10, which could
be used for program checkout via magnetic tapes carried
back and forth, is located just down the hall from our
Howe-ver, it promises to be significantly
present computer.
more convenient for us to use Utah's PDP-10 connected
directly to our computer via ths Network.
It

is

We can communicate our programs to it much more
conveniently; and, while sitting at our own consoles to
debug the programs, we can quickly switch to local NLS
to inspect or modify the sourcecode files or to enter
notes and documentation.
Centralized File Archiving
Another straightforward way we can benefit frOm the basic
Network is by using the filestorage system at the
Univer.sity of California at Santa Barbara as our
filearchive resource.
Besides providing service to the local ARPA project, ucse's
host IBM 360/75 is the central rssource of the University's
Computation Center.

IBM 2314 discfile transports, programs to store and
retrieve files, onduty operators to run backup dumps
onto magnetic tape, and aicounting and billing
procedures to handle service to miscelianeous users are
ail part of this resource.
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We consider using their filestorage system as our
filearchive resource.
We would ivterface this archive system to our
System so that the response to a call for some
in storing or retrieving an archive file could
exactly as though we were storing and managing

OnLine
service
function
the file

locally.

Other Network users could also use this filearchive
system either by interfacing to it directly or by
interfacing to

it through us

This begins to suggest some of the power inherent in
the network concept, since the number of subsystems
available to each network participant can "pyramid-n
on the basis of a relatively small number of
-interfacing tasks.

We could gain considerable economic advantage from being
able to share with many other users the capitalization and
operatingaccounting expenses involved in providing a basic
discfile archive system.
Installing and operating such a service ourselves would
be a distraction from how we want to use our manpower
but we have to have this capability.

Being able to use the Network to share this resource
could be an important benefit to us.
4.

DataBase Manz%gement Service

We also hope to utilize one of the bigcomputer hosts with
large discs and an operating staff, to help install a
commercial database management system for use by us and
the rest of tht. Network.

Again, the interface process would reside in our host and
give our users a database management service that they cnn
interact with as if it were a local service. None of the
protocol required to fire up the remote system, properly
format service requests, and specify delivery of its
products need involve our users.
To present our users with uniform conventions over all
of our different service functions, we would want to be
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able to compose service requests
our own particular syntax.

in

an NLS -file using

In addition, to take advantage of NLS power in study and
modification, we would want to have query results
converted into NLS-file form so that they can be
integrated directly int_ our regular working files.
C.

Need for a Network I.nformation Center

To pursue such relatively straightforward uses of the Network,
a user will need to know answers to such questions as:
What resources are available within the Network?
What conditions are associated with the use of a particular
resource at a given node?
What interfacing is required to couple to this reso,.;rce?
Who should be contacted to arrange for this?

More generally, each site will also need answers to questions
about other nodes and about the Network such as the following:
What are the h rdware and software resources

What are the research activities?
What are the operating instructions
When will

for

a given resource?

a prospective resource become available?

Who is interested in new display systems?
Who went to a particular confe ence?

Who else was interested in NIC Memo 7721?
The whole Network experiment will consist of negotiating,
To carry
implementing, and operating many such arrangements.
and
to
document
tne
results
out these negotiations effectiely
participants
need
access
to
of Network experiments, Network
information of the kinds mentioned above as well as a medium
for recording their experience..: it is the role of the Network
Information Center (NICi to service these needs.
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NIC Development Activity
I.

Background

Our involvement in the development of the Ne work
Information Cen er began shortly after the o .icial
announcement of plans to proceed with the development of
the Network itself.

Realizing the importance of this information center to
the success of the Network experiment, we volunteered to
undertake the task of designing, implementing, and
operating the NIC.
Since then, we have been gradually evolving and
implementing plans for providing a coordinated and useful
collection of services to Network participants.
This has
proved to be a far more difficult task than we o iginally
envisioned for several reasons.
The Network will provide a completely unfamiliar working
environment, and it is far from obvious just what kind
of information servires will,be most conducive to
effective action within that environment.
Our contracts
have contained no specific guidelines as to what form
NIC services should take, and other Network participants
have been equally vague and often contradictory in
voicing their expectations with regard to the NIC.
We also have had no previous experience in providing
information services to users outside our own Center,
and have learned the hard way that this kind of
operation requires a kind of organizational structure
and management different from that which had been
appropriate in the early years of our research
activities.
In designing the NIC, we were conscious of the fact that
more was needed than just good library facilities.
The technical sophistication of the tools we had
available and of the users we would be serving
demanded that we seek to make it possible for this
community to derive significant advantages from the
Network in terms of increased communication of ideas,
designs, criticisms, and comments on needs and
possibilities.
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We recognized the challenge involved in fostering an
environment that would encourage increased
collaboration among individuals and groups at
different nodes, and felt that the NIC would bear
much of the responsibility for setting the direction
of efforts to meet this challenge.
And in designing the NIC we were aware that it would not
be sufficient merely to provide good technical features,
but that the design must reflect the kind of eoordinated
usersystem / servicesystem interface that we have felt
is so important in the bootstrapping approach to the
development of our own augmentation aids.
2

Orientation
In order to gain perspective into what was expected or
desired in the way of service from the NIC, we talked with
a number of Network site managers as well as with library
science specialists.

Most of the managers were uncertain about the nature and
extent of their probable particlpation in the Network
and did not know what they wanted from the NIC.

What expectations we were able to uncover frequently
showed extreme differences from person to person.
Some thought that there was little need for a NIC,
while othere thought that the NIC should suppty
initiative and leadership in the development df
overall Network conventions and methodOogies.
Some thought that the NIC was going to serve as a
intermediary for handling working communication
between hosts, providing teletype buffering and
spooling operations, or that it would be responsible
for specifying protocols for .communication between
different types of terminal devices.
The types of service to be provided, in terms of
media for storage o.f documents and methods of
enquiry, were perceived at points all along the
continuum from completely of-fline to completely

online.
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And the types of retrieval capabilities envisioned
ranged from fully automatic to fully manual.
However, one reasonably consistent picture did emerge:
aim, ,t all the managers contacted expressed a concern
for the poor state of documentation within their
projects and a hope that the NIC would be able to help
them not only with Networkoriented documentation but
with their inhouse needs as well.
The need for improved documentation was seen ot only in
the area of "formal" documentation, such as user manuals
and reference guides, but also in the realm of the
"folklore" that evolves arcuod every system and that i5
an absolute necessity for making effective use of a
system.

Some managers expressed the opinion that a remotely
located documentationaid system might receive
heavier use than one at their own site because there
would not be the usual conflict between u5ing the
local facility's resources for documentation as
opposed to using them for programming or other work,
the latter always receiving higher priority in most
researchers' minds.
Part of the "folklore," or informal documentation,
wol.ld play the role of clearing house for
communication on defects, bugs, needs, possibilities,
etc., and would help to provide feedback on the
status and acceoptability of existing or needed
programs and formal documentation.
The outcom,a of these discussions, and of analysys of the
several tentative NIC designs that resulted, has been to
take the position that we should initially provide Network
users with a few relatively basic services and let the
development of the "optimum" NIC evolve in a natural way as
usage exper ence builds up.

Thus, we are planning to help Network users gradually to
apply our concepts, conventions, tools, and techniques
to relevant aspects of their own working environments,
while at the same time providtng them with a reasonable
initial corpus of reference material.
We will make every
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feedback from these users so that we can expand NIC
services to meet their needs for information access and
exchange.

Current NIC Plans

E.

I.

1nt,-oduction

We aim to be prepared to provide certain basic types of
services through the NIC, each of which will be expanded or
approach is our way of
This
elaborated as needed.
accommodating the uncertainty about the userpopulation's
This section
information activity described above.
outlines thu measures we have taken to accommodate these
basic service needs.
2

Basic Library Services

The foundation of NIC operation must be a flexible library
service, the development of which requires us to:
Accumulate a physical collection of Information items,in
various sizes and media, and then store them in a secure
and orderly manner.
Provide a catalog in which the descriptions of these
items are maintained, and from which can be obtained the
keys (clues) necessary to locate the physical items.
Provide indices and associated query procedures to aid
users in finding catalog items of interest.
Provide direct means for a user to obtain access to
documents for which he possesses keys, and enable
"browsing" where possible.

Provide direct reference help via twoway dialogce with
an expert.

We will initially provide this basic library service in
ways not too dissimilar to those used by other special
information centers and clearing houses.
That is, we expect to be interacting with users through
mail and, voicetelephone channels, to be distributing
hardcopy indices and catalogs, and to be mailing
special queryresponse listings and references.
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3.

OnLine Services
We are also seeking to harness computer, display, microform
and communication technologies to elevate what a "library"
represents to its community toward new levels of
"augmenting the intellectual processes of communication and
collaboration."
To this end we are taking special measures toward "the
way we do our library work here"
the nature of the
collection, the form of catalog and indices, the
procedures for developing and maintaining them, etc.
And we are investigating ways of improving special
aspects of the user's interface to the NIC -- his query
and browsing techniques, his means for doing
bibliographic work, his means for publishing communiques
to the community, his means for staying In touch with
current activities. etc.
As the technology and methodology of Network utilization
develop, there will be a rapidly increasing number of
widely distributed terminals through which a person can
gain online access to the NIC, and we are t king very
strong measures to be able to serve them.
Besides developing the services described below, we have
invested a great deal of effort toward increasing our
service capacity with special system studies and the
installation of a bank of external core and three
highspeed swapping drums; and this fall we will be
shifting to a new computer (see Section II).

We are prepared to supply some online query service as
soon as the Network can support hosttohost fullduplex
typewriter transactions
the simplest kind of general
Network usage.
Continual development of the variety and
sophistication of the service will follow lines discussed
in the rest of this section.
During the next year most remote online users will be
served by TODAS, a typ.ewriteroriented version of our
OnLine System (NLS).
Initially, both access to our subsystems and the number
of Network users that we can accommod-ate wil) be quite
restricted, but we plan for steady improvvment in both
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interactive quality and amount of the service available
to Network users.

We feel ready to support three Network TODAS users no
when installation of the new drums and external core
completed late this summer, we might be able to increase
this to five; and, depending upon the response possible
using our new computer, we may be able to support as
many as fifteen by the end of :the year.
Those sites having display terminals that can emulate
typewriters with high transmission rates will be able to
get fastresponse from our typewriteroriented system
service that is really quite respectable even without
direct screenselection means such as a mause or tablet.
We are currently modifying an Imlac display console for
remote use on our system, and we hope that it will become
fully operational by early fall.
It will eventually have full NLS capabilities includin
our standard mouse and keset input devices, and any
other Network user possessing such A terminal could
quickly avail himself of similar service.
As soon as we have transferred our present systems onto the
new POP-10 computer and have achieved reasonable stability
in system reliability and response, we intend to
concentrate upon developing techniques to permit general
use of our NLS capabilities on a wide variety of remote
display terminals, and we anticipate haying a growing
Network load of this type by next summer.
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V

A. Introduction

Our experience in developing and using augmentation systems,
some of which was described in Section III, gives us
confidence in the validity of our longterm goals and approach
We are beginning to have strong,
to augmentation research.
feelings that our efforts, still proceeding under the guidance
of our bootstrapping strategy, are on the threshold of
yielding significant payoffs.
The concept of augmentation systems is no longer in question
The only uncertainties
such systems are bound to come.
involve the rate and direction of development and what can be
done to improve both, so as to Foster mo;-e efficient evolution
and ensure the earliest possible application of these systems
to solving real problems facing society.

This section summarizes the conclusions we have drawn from our
research program and outlines some of our plans for future
activities.

B. Conclusions Relevant to Other AugmentationSystem Developers
I.

General Comments

The experience we have had in setting up the Augmentation
Research Center facility may not be directly applicable to
other system developers, but there still may be something
to be learned from our accomplishments and disappointments
in implementing some of the components of our system.
In this section, therefore, we will take a look at our
facility, evaluating some of its unique aspects and
discussing some of the major problems that have been
encountered in its evolution.

This facility is described briefly in Section IIB, and
a more complete description Is contained in Ref. 17.
2.

Accomplishments
a.

Display Sy tem
(1)

Generai

Our display system uses centrally located
displaygenerating equipment and a closedcircu't
television system to distribute images to individual
consoles.
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This approach to displaysystem design was chosen
on the basis of cost and flexibility, and a
detailed description of the system and of
considerations that went into its design is given
in an earlier report (Ref. 11).
After considerable experience operating this system,
we are still pleased with the basic approach.
(2)

Usage Advantages

The closedcircuit television system offers several
distinct advantages over other means of producing
displays at a user console.
Since only a television monitor and a video line are
required to present the display at each NLS console,
the design and location Of consoles is flexible
enough to facilitate experimentation with different
types and to permit moving them about with a minimum
of cabling problems.
The video signal can be inverted to provide a
darkonlight display, which is usable in higher
ambient light conditions than the more common
lightondark presentation and which makes flicker in
the display image less noticeable to the user.
A significant storage time can be obtained on the
vidicon surface by proper adjustment of the
This reduces the flicker effect
television camera.
that is preseivt in the original CRT display, and with
this system we find it possible to produce
satisfactory images with a regeneration rate of about
twenty per second.
(3)

Maintenance Features

Since the display equipment at each NLS console i5
simply a television monitor, it can be replaced by a
spare for maintenance without taking the console out
of service.

The location of the displaygenerating equipment in
the computer room, where complex maintenance and
repairs are more c-onvenient, makes possible an
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uncluttered office environment in the user's working
area.

Having two identical display systems, from display
controller through actual monitors, is a major factor
in maintaining uptime in spite of the high level of
maintenance that has been required on these systems.

Since thre is not a fixed onetoone relationship
between displaygenerating equipment and NLS
consoles, users may select consoles freely on the
basis of current needs even when part of the
display system is out of service.
(4)

Potentials for Extendinn Capabilities
Since a great variety of commercially available
equipment is compatible with our video system, there
are many potentials for innovative use of our system
that would be much harder to realize with
conventional displaydistribution techniques.
For example., we have used highquality projection
television as part of our presentations at the
1968 Fall Joint Computer Conference and at the
ASIS Conference in 1969 (see Section
is possible to use multiple TV monitors or
intermediatesize projection equipment for smaller
groups, and experimentaion with these techniques
will be a major element of the teamaugmentation
work to be carried out under our next contract.
It

The video capability offers additional flexibility in
the images that may be presented on the screen.
For example, in the conferences mentioned above,
live teltvision pictures of the people and
equipment involvtd were freely .used, both alone
and after being mixed with computergenerated
imagts.

This, also, will be a significant factor in team
collaboration at a distance where pictures of the
people involved can be used, either mixed with or
inserted alongside of the computergenerated
images.
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Another potential use of the video is the viewing
microform documen s.
Many systems are now available that use
closedcircuit television for the storage,
retrieval, and viewing of microform documents-, and
we expect this kind of system to become more
prevalent in the future.
We already have plans for experimenting with
various switching techniques in our
displaydistribution system, and the inclusion of
provisions for microform viewing would require
very little additional effort.
b.

NLS Consoles
(1)

Console Design

As mentioned above, the use of video for displays
allows considerable flexibility in console design.
We have experimented with many arrangements over the
past few years and are now using the three basic
designs shown in Figures V-1, V-2, and V-3.
(2)

Keyboards

The keyboards in use have gone through several stages
of design with special attention to touch and layout.
They now have a key force of 80 grams and a good
"feel."
They are well accepted, and we find that new
users rapidly accommodate to the locations of special
keys such as command accept and backspace.
(3)

Mouse

We find that the mouse is still the most convenient
It is described in
locating device for our purposes.
Ref. 7, along with some experiments in the use of
Available commercially,
various selection devices.
it i5 now used on other systems as well as our own.
(4)

--Keysets

The keysets in use were designed with special
attenllOn to " f eel."
Tolerances on the moving parts
are very close to give smooth, positive action. Key
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FIGURE V-1

"HERMAN MILLER" CONSOLE. This console, designed in cooperation with
Herman Miller Research, was first used for the Fall Joint Computer Conference
in 1968. The keyboard-keyset-mouse unit is attached to a swivel chair, with
the TV monitor on a separate stand. It is a little confining to many people
and the limited space for operating the mouse is an annoyance. However, it
is reasonably comfortable and is useful for meetings and demonstrations because
the user can turn and be part of a group while working.
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TA-,71IN
FIGURE V-2

ONE-P1ECE CONSOLE.

This console, designed about two years ago, basically

a table on wheels with the TV monitor mounted at a suitable angle for
viewing. Both sides of the table have pull-out shelves for mouse, keyset, and
working papers. This console now seems too rigid to most users. The TV
monitor is too close for some, and there is not enough extra working space
for notebooks and papers.
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TA-7079-72

CURRENT CONSOLE DESIGN. This console consists of a small table with
integral keyboard. Connectors for the mouse and keyset are immediately behind
the keyboard_ The TV rnonitor is on a separate stand. The table stands low,

placing the keys at a convenient level for typing, and other tables can be placed
on either side for additional working space. This arrangement is very flexible
and allows plenty of working space as needed_ It is particularly good for
group collaboration, since the monitors may be turned for better group viewing,
and entire consoles are quickly moved into different working arrangements as
needed.
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spacing and size approximate those of a piano.
c.

Printer

We value a highquality line printer that produces
upper and lowercase alphabetics and a full complement
of ASCII symbols.
The one now in use is a Data Products

model M600IIA, which has been very reliable and
maintains highquality output.
We normally use specially perforated paper along with
our outputformatting programs to produce hardcopy,
complete with prepunched holes, which is ready to be
inserted into a standard B.5x11 threering hinder. This
feature has oeen enthusiastically accepted and is of
particular value in the production
f
reports and other
documentat on.
d.

Software Architecture

The overall architecture of our software systems is
described briefly in Section II.
The use of a compilercompiler to augment the
development of a versatile set of specialpurpose
languages has proved quite valuable in facilitating
debugging, rapid modification of existing features and
addition of new features, and orientation of new
programmers.

Our efforts to use higherlevel languages wherever
possible should result in additional payoffs when we
transfer our software to a new computer this fall.

The OnLine Sy-tem
NLS has been evolviog for many years and has proved its
value both as a tool for bootstrapping jts own evolut.ion
and as a flexible laboratory for developing experimental,
working ie-thodologies (see, for example, Section
Problems
The major problems we have encounterecl in developLng our
system stem from four basic difficulties:.
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Trying to fit a very large operat7on
(1)
hardware too small to support it

1

system into

Using an available timesharTng system that has
proved inadequate for our purposes
(2)

Developing too much special hardware with the
(3)
associated problems of unreliability and missed
schedules
Unreliability of some components of the facility,
particularly file storage devices.
(4)

a

Hardware Limitations
imposed by both the hardware configura4.ion
Limitation
and the timesharing service system have resulted both
worse response and in the ability to handle a smaller
numbrr of online users than we had expected.

i n

Moreover, this has resulted in the necessity for
expending more resources on programm;ng the service
system than we had originally anticipated, and our
planned work on evolving the user system has suffered
accordingly.

We originally had hoped to be able to service ten
online NLS consoles at a time, but we now find that
only five can be operated with reasonable response to
The primary factors affecting this response
tne users.
time are swapping (coredrum transfers) and file I/0
(coredisc transfers),
To analyze tactors affecting the response of the
timesharing system, we develope-d a highly
parameterized, discrete 'simulati'on model of the
system (Ref. 17).
This was used to evaluate the impact of changes in
the hardware configuration, 'such as faster drums
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or

I ar ger core memory, as we l

l

as the effect of

various mi xes of user demands.

Changes in the scheduling and swapping algorithms
were also tested in the simulation, with the
results being subjected subsequently to
experimental verification.
The major hardware limitations of the facility are the
maximum core available (the 9H0 can accommodate only
64,000 words), and the limited address space available
(a program can address only 16,000 words).
Maximum core limitation results in the swapping
bottleneck mentioned above.
Limited address space requires an overlay structure
inordinately complex for a program the size of NLS.
This means that programmers must expend a great
deal'of energy designing overlay structures and
are constantly running into problems ol full
overlays as the system is expanded.
This factor alone probably increased the cost of
programming the system by ten to twenty percent.
In retrospect, we recognize the error
design decisions:

in the following

The decision to refresh displays from main core
memor.y was a bad one.
Memory bandwidth is no
problem, but tying up the memory wi-th display images
(which require "frozen" pages of core) reduces the
space available for programs and makes the swapping
bottleneck even worse.
With the present system design, providing feedback to
a user requires that a program unique to each user be
swapped in for every charac,er of input.
A different
approach might have consolidated some of the
interactive feedback, thus reducing the swapping
requirements.
b.

.Timesha.ring System Defects

The timesharrng systeM obtained for use

111-2
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has been another significant facility limitation.
Although this timesharing system was one of the most
sophisticated available at the time we acquired it,
has proved itself inadequate to provide the service
which we must have.

it

Partly this is because the designers of the system did
not anticipate accommodating programs as large as NLS.
We are constantly running into size limitations built
into the assembler, loader, and debugger.

Another problem is that we are the only people using
this timesharing system for an application like NLS and,
therefore, have had to carry on alone its maintenance
and evolution.

There still are many bugs in the system that would be
tot..11y unacceptable if we were not a
researchoriented organization with f-ew naive users
dependent on the system for service.
Some cf these bugs have been known about for two
years or more, but higherpriority demands on our
programmers' time have always prevented us from
With transfer to a new computer now
locating them.
imminent, we plan to live with them a little longer
rather than wasting valuable energy trying to fix
them at this time.

Problems with CustomBuilt Hardware
Much of the hardware in our system has been custom built
to our specifitations, either by our own staff or under
contract.

We have badly urderestjnated the resources needed for
C:o structing sone of A-his har.dware, the resujts being
schedules, fsilu're to meet specifitations (for
mis
the A:sprsy system in perticulsr), and high maintenance
coSts.

In puttihg togethe.r an experimental faciljty fer
sugmentati-o-n research, We -now see the.de-sTrability of
restricting speci-al harAwsre de.velopment to those areas
most directry assotiated with user festures 77
userconsole desjgry.
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Wherever possible, use should be made of commercially
available computers, interface devices,
displaygenera-tion equipment, etc.

FileStorage Device Unreliability
File unreliability has also resulted in considerable
loss of time to both programmers and other users,

Although the discfile system we are using is quite
good when compared with others in the computer field,
adequate file backup features were not incorporated
into tho system design.
This means that users must e ther go throuon
elaborate procedures to keep several copii?s of
important files or occasionally suffer significant
lost time when a file goes bad.

Until file storage devices are much more reliable than
those now available, sophisticated automatic backup
facilities should be designed into any system.
Maintenance Experience
a.

General

General reliability of the facility has been good.
Computer uptime has been high, although the reliability
of the discfile system has been only fair.

We had a period of several months of abovenormal
error rate, with five days down while clock tracks
were rewritten.
The chain printer we originally bought had marginal
print quality, was unreliable, and we had difficulty
getting satisf ctory maintenance service.
Consequently, we have replaced the unit wi.th a Data
Products drum printer'that has 96 printing char'atters
per Hin.e with upper and lower--case aiph-abet.- The
print .quairty is exce.11ent (WiAness this report), and
so far It has be n fairly reliabl-e-.
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Display System
We have spent more effort on maintenance of the display
system than on any other part of the facility. Since our
display system Is somewhat unusual, we will discuss some
of the problems encountered in so far as they reflect
considerations relevant to the design of other similar
systems.

One basic system limitation has been the inability
(1)
of the displaygenerator CRTs to produce adequate light
This means that many elements
for the vidicon pickups.
the
display
system
are
operating
at marginal levels.
of

The displaygenerator CRTs must be run at such high
intensity that their life is relatively short.
This high intensity also causes difficulties
maintaining good focus over the entire image.

in.

To operate with these low light levels, the vidicons
must be quite sensitive; since sensitivity drops off
with age, they, also, have a relatively short useful
life.

Because the wri ing speed of the display generators
lower than we had specified, we have a flicker
is
problem when all six screens on the system in use are
reasonably full of text.
(2)

We can compensate to some extent for this flicker by

careful adjustment of the v.idicon b-eam curren:t and
target, but this adjustment needs frequent attention.

We have considered using iongerpersistance phosphors
on the TV monitors and will experiment with this in
the near future.
In addition to these difficulties there are some
(3)
basic weaknesses in both the display generators and the
television system which could be corrected in future
designs by more careful attention to component quality
control and the inclusion of circuitdesign and layout
features which would facilitate maintenance.
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C. Our General Orientation Towards Future Research

Over the years we have frequently been faced w;th the problem
of attempting to explain to people outside of ARC just what
our OnLine System (NLS) is.
It
is usually fairly easy to get across the idea of
augmentation in the abstract, but it is much more difficult
to convey to people who have not made extensive use of NLS
just how powerful it is as an augmentation tool
it
is
ery easy to get trapped into looking at NLS as just a nice
textediting system without seeing all the power that
esides behind that particular aspect of its surface
appearence.

Recently we have developed a way of looking at NLS which helps
to convey some of the power that we know is present, and that
is to view NLS as a worker's online "office"
that is, his
n ormal, daily, local working environment.
The analogy follows
from the observation that to a naive visitor an office can
look like just another "room," but to the persun who uses tha
o ffice it serves as an interface to many of the capabilities
o f
an entire organization.
The office serves as a place where a person can work at
organizing his ideas, studying correspondence, reports,
etc., and formatting his own written materials.
The of ice
has associated with it communication links such as mail and
telephone as well as acces.s to secretarial and clerical
services that are used on a daily basis.

This same sort of picture can be applied to NLS, for it is
used on a daily basis to help with organizing, studying,
formatting, etc., and provides now, or soon will provide,
many of the other communication and clerical services
norm lly associated with "office work."
NLS also has many similarities to an office in the way tb.at
both act as interfaces to extensive external capabilities.
Just as one would not expect to find complete publication,
laboratory, library, and filing facilities in the average
office, one should at present not expect any single
augmentation facility such as NLS to provide all the
computational facilities that a person might wish to call
upon.
But, in the same sense that a person should expect
to be able to access extensive organizational resources
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from his office he should be able to access extensive
computational resources from an NLSlike facility.

For example, NLS provides all the capabilities needed for
constructing, studying, and editing programs in any of
several languages; however, the facilities for printing,
compiling, archiving, etc. are not considered to be
integral parts of NLS and must be activated as "external
processors" by the NLS user.

Similarly, we have plans for implementing various message
transmission and informationretrieval systems as external
processors, so that all the formatting of input to these
systems as well as the studying of the output from them can
be done using the powerful NLS mechanisms, while the actual
processing can be carried out by independent programs
running as background jobs on our timesharing system
or
even by programs operating on computers at remote sites.
This office picture is very important to understanding how a
research center such as ARC can make the most effective use of
the resources of a network of interconnected computers such as
the ARPA Network described in Section IV.

We anticipate that whenever we plan to make extensive use
o f
the :-'esources of a particular node of the NeAwork, we
w ill add factlities to NLS so- that it can be used as an
interactive interface with those resources.
For example, if we were planning to use an
informationretrieval system at som& other site, we would
make provisions for the- following:
(1)
Permitting the retrieval requests to be
using regUrar NLS techntques

fo mulated

Trans-lat_ing Ake Teque-st fr'crm qur _syn _x Ao that
equirtd .by the re-mote syst_em .and transmitting the

(2)

eformatted Tequest out ov.er the Network
3)

Recelyjng th-e r .sp_onse from th_e Temote -s.ite. and,
Ah-.1s-out.pu.t

into a.-prope-nly

Tormatte4 NLS file 5-0 that tt can be vlewed and
maniputekt-e-d uttnvtool.s alreadY:familtar to the ARC
This approaC-h appeals to us

cause

it promises to permit
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member of our research community to use subsystems running
at widely distributed computer facilities without learning
a new set of conventions and user techniques for each
We believe that this way of viewing the
different system.
role to be played by an organization's local computational
facility will become more widely accepted as computer
utilities and networks proliferate.
When organizations become able to access a powerful and varied
collection of resources merely by interfacing their local
facilities to a network, it will become more generally
recognized how wasteful it is for each local facility to
design and implement all the computational capabilities it
needs.
It is likely that various computer "utilities" will evolve
to serve the needs of large communities of users for
specialized online services that cannot be provided
economically at the local level.

By taking advantage of the loadleveling that results from
serving a large number of customers, utilities could
develop service facilities to fill the needs for large
highspeed calculations, archival file storage, searches
over large data bases, etc., with very good average
response times and at relatively low cost.
Bringing the dispensing of specialized computation services
into the "market place" provided by resource distribution
networks could foster competition that would both
accelerate development of this kind of service and make
possible significant reductions in the cost of
computational services in general.
In the context of this kind of development, Individual
research centers such as ours will be relieVed of much of

t

e

chore of -implementing and maintai_nin-g the basic -service
capabilities inecessary for daily operationa.

This chore, now duplicated from :center to tenter, consumes
an excessive-partion af our tajlective resaUrtes.
Effective tamputar networkS shoald Permit a-Om-pater sclerice
resear0-fera to-_reduca this duplication of-effort -so as to
increase the rate of progress possibie wIth'avallabla
professional manpower aficl computational reSoUrces.
These researth groups will
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energy on the prorolems that they are particularly
wellequipped to handle.

In our case this might involve basic research to find
the most satisfying ways to interface a specific
community of users to a network providing general
capabilities, while other groups could apply their
talents to areas of interest such as mathematical
manipulation, computer graphics, and so on.
This consideration becomes particularly important when one
realizes, as we are coming to realize to an ever greater
extent, that the tools and techniques needed to constitute
a "complete" augmentation system are far beyond the
development capabilities of any one research center such as
ours.

In coming years, we believe that significant
developments in the computer sciences will come about
more and more as a result of the cooperative efforts of
many research centers, each working on particular
aspects of augmentation.

The precedino comments should convey some feeling for the
power that we feel is inherent in a network of
esearchoriented computer centers and provide a background
for understanding our enthusiasm for participating in the ARPA
Network.
We believe that being a part of the ARPA Network
w ill be valuable to Us in achieving the goals of augmentation
esearch for several reasons.
It will give us experience in worki.bg with a community
(I/
of researchers more varied and widely distributed than our
own team of staff raembers.

This will permit us to gain additional insight into the
approaches to augmentation research by
validity of c
observing how and to what extent our facilities can be
of service to computer users who are not captive members
of our local research community.
Network participation will provide Impetus for our
efforts in the direction of team augmentation by creating a
community of researchers who are working on different
aspects of a common problem at widely distributed
geographical locations and who need new tools and
(2)
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techniques for communication and cooperation to succesfully
achieve their common goals.
By working with such an extended community, we will be
able to set goals and priorities in our research program
more knowledgeably than we would be able to do if we
were limited to augmenting only teams working in our own
Center.

As mentioned above, we at ARC have come to realize
(3)
that attaining the goals of augmentation research on a
easonable time scale i5 a task far beyond the capabilities
any one small research center such as ours, and we are
o f
ery optimistic about the possibility of achieving a
significant acceleration in the progress of augmentation
esearch through network participation with other research
centers having similar goals.
D. Overview of Current Augmentation Research Center Plans
I.

General
a.

Introduction

The previous section should give the reader some feelin
for the forces that have been shaping our plans for
Internal forces have combined with
future research.
those generated by our Network participation to produce
a shift in our research emphasis in the direction of two
general activities:
Research on team augmentation
(2)

Development of a system design discipline.

In addition, increased awareness of our need to
communicate and interact wi.th tha outalde world is
leading us Into the AeveLopment of a wew area _of
specific concern,- discussed below -under "Transfer of
Results."
Team Augm ht tlon

Whereas In the past we gave most of our attention to
augmenting the individual worker, we are now focusing on
the augmentation of a team of collaborating workers,
ch of whom is individually aygmented.
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The high mobility and manipulative capability of a
skilled "augmented individual" has a unique potential
which can be most fully realized when a number of
augmented individuals join to form a collaborative team.
Not only can each individual move very rapidly
through joint working files to study them, enter new
information, and update old material, but the group
processes of intercommunication and coolAination cri
be facilitated by special computer aids, convent ons,
and techniques.
The contemplated efforts in "team augmentati-o
the development of several facets:

"

involve

(1)
Conventions and procedures f'r organizing the
working records of our plans, d:-;signs, objectives,
design principles, and scheduies to give members of
team effective mutual "task orientation" by making
all informa'ion related to the team's objective
optimally accessible.

a

(2)
A "Dialogue Support System" to facilitate rapid
evolution of these working records through dialogue
among members of the design team.

(3)
Techniques to facilitate simultaneou,
collaboration among people at physically remote
online terminals by giving them direct communication
with one another, independent of their current
individual work interactions with the computer. This
includes provision, where feasible, for the

following:
(a)

Video and or voice interc mmvnlcation

Easy and flexible control of Meams for
'at
any terMitiai, all or part of the
type7out or display-from another terminal
(b)

dupli-catimg,

(c).
Reedy _re'nsier of_centr_ol Of cl.n_e term1nal's
compute-1- interactien to another terMtnalAs inp-ut

de-vices.
(4)
Special management and systembuild ng
techniques for use by an augmented team, an-d
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provision of applicable technical
user training capatil'ties.

intelligence and

These techniques are expected to evolve within ARC under
conditions of use in our own coordinated
systemdevelopment work, and to be applied over a wide
range of collaborative actions, from simple
questionanswering facilities to complex design work
involving intense mutual participation by team members.
As applicable techniques become effective within ARC, we
will explore their value for the following:

Support of Netw rk Information Center (NIC)
services such as teaching, questionanswering and
some types of query servicing
(I)

Working collaboration between ARC staff and
personnel at other Network sites
(2)

Working collaboration between people at remote
Network sites, independent of ARC staff.
(3)

c.

Development of User and ServiceSystem Design

Disciplines
the
The functional features of the "user system"
to
an
ARC
worker
collection of computer aids available
-- have evolved with some ingenuity, a great deal of
cutandtry experimentation In actualusage conditions,
and a certain special orientation offered by our overall
research framework. Until now, however, there has been
a significant lack of objective, methodical engineering
design in the development of the overall user system.

A userSyStem design discipline is definitely needed,
and we intend to devote an increasing amount of
effort toward develepimg such a _discipline.
system" --- the
her.dware arid sof.tware underiyin.g the features for
has evoived in: an ad .hoc fashion.
augmenting users

Like the user system, the "servic

Here there (s aiso a significant n ed for
sys.temdesign

a

Such systemdes(gn dittiplines wourd h ve cemmunicablei
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teachable, and generally applicable frameworks,
supporting coordinated sets of concepts, terminologies,
principles, methodologies, and special tools.
Transfer of Results

Behind these basic aspects of our work in the ARC (team
augmentation and design disciplines) lies an essential
feature of our longterm strategy, namely, the goal of
producing results that will be of direct value to other
g,oups of system developers -- in particular, to those
who will be developing augmentation systems.
in contrast with being of direct value to
customers who want systems for their own direct use
e.g., to augment a manager, a designer, an editor,
This is
or

a scientist.

Display terminals, communication channels, and computer
service are destined to become both cheap and plentiful,
and it is certai4 that a very large number of
organizations will want to use them. They must rely
upon system developers who should be capable of the
following:
(1)

Analysis of systemusage envir.onments

(2)
Design and implementation of a smooth, powerful,
and coordinated system .of user aids, conventions, and
methods

(3)
Training and "education" of users unf miliar
with the potential of this new technology
(4)

Subseq0ent:monitorin'g of uSer performance so as

to-,implement the clianges neces.s.ary to track the
evolution -of users' -attitudes, conc-ep-t-s, skills,

usage habits, and wants.
Although it is important for us to stimulate the
eventual customers for augmentation systems by making
them aware of the potential for these systems in their
work, we feel that our results should be directed
primarily towards helping system developers. We plan to
do this by pursuing the following longterm goals:
(1)

Making vi sib I e

an adyanced,

int.egrat_d sy tem.
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operating in a heavyusage environment, that can
orient system developers to the available
cost/benefit tradeoffs

Developing an effective systemdesign discipline
to aid in developing augmentation systems, whether or
not these systems resemble ours
(2)

Maintaining thorough, highly current,
comprehensive documentation, designed for quick
location of relevant material
(3)

Establishing wideband communication channels
over which a dynamic interchange of information can
take place, so that the maximum amount of our
knowledge can be quickly availa le in useful form
(4)

Offering a complete prototype design of an
(5)
augmentation system especially designed f r
augmenting system development.
This system would be compatible with the
systemdesign disciplines described abovr7 and
would include techniques for planning, analyzing,
designing, programming, debugging, documerzing,
and teaching.
Our current approach to implementing the transfer of
results discussed above is to plan for what we call .he
We -,pect
System Developer Interface Activity (SYDIA).
candidates
during
1970
with
to approach representative
The
initial
purpose
proposals for multiple sponsorship.
of the SYDIA will be to develop the following:
A facility:for an effective interthange of
information and skills between ARCand the existing
and potential tommunity of augmentationsystem
develoOeTs
(1)

The ability to ass st other groups in
transferring our _system, or parts of it, dir
into other hardware ard user environments.
(2)

ct I y

Later, with specific individual funding arrangements, .we
expect to begin developing close interchange
relationships with various systemdevelopment groups who
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could adapt our augmented t
systemdevelopment work.

chniques to their own

Team Augmentation Research Plans
a

Introduction

We have already discussed the evolution that has been
taking place in the goals of our research program.
Having made significant progress towards real zing
the objective of augmenting the individual
intellectual worker, we find that the greatest
augmentation need evidenced within our own Center at
the present is for developing tools that will
facilitate collaboration among members of a
projectoriented or problemsolving team of augmented
individuals.
It is not that we have already accomplished our
original objectives and feel that we can now turn
our attention elsewhare, but that team
augmentation -- seen in the light of our
offers the greatest
bootstrapping strategy
promise of hastening the eventual realization of
these goals.

We view the "augmented team" as a group of workers
sharing a common base of working files and using the
mechanical elements of their augmentation system as both
a medium for goalrelated communications and a
laboratory for carrying out relevant experiments.
AA present we are most interested in exploring the
possibi,lyties for augmenting the activities of teams
whose purpose is the developmenA of advanced computer
systams such as our own.
We feel that this is a profitable way of investing
the resources with which we are entrusted, not only
from the standpoint of our bootstrapping orientation,
but also because augmenting this type of team now is
most likely to have the greatest payoffs in the long
run For society as a whole.
Ov

r

the pa t year:we haNt identified a set
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capabilities that seem to meet the major needs of the
augmented systemdevelopment team.
The following description of these basic capabilities
can be viewed as representing a framework for the
systemdevelopment activity that must take place in
the process of designing and implementing systems to
ealize these capabilities.
t
also indicates, indirectly, the nature of other
elated activities that will be concerned with
integrating these capabilities into our working
methodology, applying them directly to the operation
o f
our Center, and analyzing their effectiveness so
as to provide direction to subsequent developments.

b.

Fast Editing and Publication
Our already fast computer editing techniques will
naturally continue to evolve, and we are ih the early
stages of developing a powerful "Output Processor"
capability.
The Output Processor i5 envisioned as a coordinated set
o f
techniques for producing hard copy through a variety
o f media, such as microform and direct publication on
paper, using conventions that are compatible with those
by which the associated file material can be studied and
manipulated on line.
We plan to concentrate early upon automatic production,
from our online files, of hard copy in which one can
very flexibly Epecify the composition of text, diagrams,
tables, equations, footnotes, indices, etc.
During the production process
such operations as
converting intrafile links to page references and
interfile links to footnotes would be performed
automatically, with associated conversion tables
being saved for future use.

One of our goals for the next few years is to develop a
system coupling a tYPewriterlike computer terminal with
a microform reader that can be positioned to any page
within its "library" upon direction from the central
computer.
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This system would use conve sion tables generated by
the Output Processor during publication of the
microform library to drive the reader in response to
This woul6 give the user
directions from the user.
much of the power for studying large bodies of
interreferenced documents that currently can be
obtained only thisough the use of a displayoriented
system like NLB.
c.

Plexdocs

A team tackling a complex systemdevelopment project
must provide itself with the highest possible visibility
over its working environment -- i.e., over the
following:

plans, contingency alternatives, resource
Planning:
commitments, status, criticisms
designs, design principles, constraints,
estimates, analyses, suppo.r ive data, relevant needs
and possibilities
Des.igning:

roles, task definitions, assignments,
Operating:
policies, operational procedures and conventions.

We currently have quite powerful techniques for aiding
an individual or small reportwriting team in producing
documents of the usual researchreport size and
But in our approach to team augmentation,
complexity.
we consider it essential to expand upon these techniques
50 as to facilitate the development and production of
very large, very complex documents containing many
details that are highly crossdependent.
We use the term "plexdoc" to denote the concept of
such a complex document, which would, in fact, be
composed of a possibly quite large collection of NLS
files, crosslinked in complicated ways.
The stem "plex" comes from the Latin "plexu_,"
which means wove'n Or intertwined, and supports the
formatl'on .that has been w ven
image of a body of
into a coheTent fab.ric by a gr.oup -of people
through the use of .spe'c lel indices, footnotes,
reader,cont ibuted comments, specific
crossrefer nc-es, etC.
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We intend to develop and keep up to date a large,
detailed, highly crossreferenced and wellindexed
"plexdoc" that contains a description of our own
projectteam activity fulfilling the needs listed above.
Our techniques to facilitate its modification and
republication will be under constant evolutionary
pressure.
d.

Dialogue Between OnLine Collaborators

The DialogueSupport System
Online access by collaborators to each other's
files, as provided by a number of today'5 timesharing
systems, leaves much to be desired in supporting
effective dialogue.

In this context, we use "dialogue"
incremental building up of a group
ideas on any given subject through
"comments" to some set of relevant

to refer to the
expression of
the addition of
files.

We are attempting to meet the need for more
flexible and powerful means of facilitating such
dialogue through the developmerit of a
"dialoguesupport system," which we consider an
essential element of any team augmentation system.

The dialoguesupport system must function smoothly in
conjunction with the plexdoc conventions to provide
capabilities such as are described below.
(2)

Commenting
Any team member working _at a display console musA be
:able sWiftly to .a.cc:es-s for: study anY pcirAl-on of
Mie,xdpc.-'s'sArdctored files', and -he 6usl be able

a

conveni'ently to add his contrtbution.s to the ongoing
dialogue that is containe4 in thes.e

Whenever he wishes, he should be able to intrduce
comments that are freely sprinkled with explicit
references to any specific item (character, word,
statement, line, curve, box-, expression, etc.)
as Ahough he were
within iny prior entry
penCrimarking a paper- draft with marginal
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comments, underlines, encircled passages, arrows,
and the like.
When creating a comment entry, he needs flexible
aids and metbods for the following:
Arranging display of the various passages he
referenci.ng relative to the content of the
comment he is creating

is

Designating the explicit entities he wishes to
reference

Having the current commentcreation state
preserved temporarily while he checks on some
related material.

This must be managed by the computer so that it does
not matter if other people are concurrently scanning
the same material or affixing comment references to
the same items.
Study

Hi5 study techniques should enable him flexibly to
select which comments will be displayed for him and
which ones will remain invisible (or whose presence
will be made known to him without appearing in their
For example, he may wish to be aware of
entirety).
only those comments that reference a given citation
in a
in a text, term in an equation, or label
diagram.

He quite likely does not want to see reference
indicators for all such prior comments, so he
needs flexible mechanisms for specifying which are
e.g., by author, creation time
to be visible
elative or absolute), specific content,
-priorassigned comment7-set membership,
authoraffixed category designations, etc.
Also, whenever he sees indication that an
interesting type of comment is associated with
some item in the studied passage, he needs
considerebte flexibility -for designating how he
will be shown such selected comments relative to
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the referenced material
the following ways:

for example,

in one of

With a split screen (original reference text on
the left and comments on the right)
Comments enclosed within boxes and the boxes
embedded within the orig nal text
Ability to "flip" between views of the
reference material and views of the comments,
etc.

Notification

Provisions need to be developed to enable setting up
"annunciator calls" to various people, or sets of
people, to request their special attention (at some
level of priority) to a given comment. This might
call for actions such as the following:
(I) An approval signoff to record the fact that
the comment has been noted by the party or partiesto which it was addressed
(2) Some kind of -apetial vote, automatically
tallied and recorded on the annunciator
spetification in that comment

(3) A need to observe a "point of order" in the
special methodology the team has adopted
e.g.:

"1 protest this decision and call for a review,
citing Policy X, relative to Budget
em Y and
Design Principle Z."
I

(5 )

Ret ieval

All dialogue entries immediately oecome part of the
plexdoc containing the complete working records (and
much of the history) of the augmnted team. Since
comments and other working record entities can refer
to each other in indefinite extension, it will be
possible to build up a very complex network of
relationships among these comments and the
substantive records about which the dialogue
swirling.
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Although these relationships need never be ambiguous,
it will be difficult for even a knowledgeable team
member to keep track of them in such a way that he
can effectively "navigate" through the plexdoc to
follow all the relevant developments that may be
taking place concurrently.

This is about the toughest central challenge in
that of
effectively augmenting a team
developing computer aids, working methods, etc. to
allow a skilled person to be highly effective in
digesting the content and implications of such a
record, and to develop a substantive nextstage
design or plan that integrates the dialogue
contributions.
Essentially similar techniques are required to
augment any individual's central intellectual
capability for synthesizing the next stage of
and to the extent
development in plan or design
that we are successful with this, we should be
able to offer strong guidance for capability
augmentation over wide ranges of individual and
team activities.
Our initial activities in response to this preblem
w ill be in the direction of providing powerful
etrieval tools that will enable a user flexibly to
specify, by content, which elements of the plexdoc
are of greatest Interest to him at any modlent.
We also have plans for -developing: techniques that
Will perm.it a user to eonstruct specific indices
and catalogues oVer -a given:plexdec and to create
and manipulate Arbitrary "sets" ef entities that

re of immediate interest
Many of the tools developed te lylfill these needs
will also receive extensiVe _uSe _in other ARC
actlVities Such -a's the NetWerk Inforthation Center.
Distributed'Diaieg'ue

We censider it important for people other than the
central, _highly trained, display7equipped team to
participate as well as posSible in dialog-ue of he: ype
'discussed atove.
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We seek to provide capabilities that function
effectively over the widest possible range in
sophistication of computer, communication, and
terminal facilities and in level of experience and
training of the individual users -- and with as much
independence as possible of geographical location.
a first step we intend to work on the problem of
developing organization and formatting conventions for
presenting plexdocs for study on devices other than our
centrally located selectiveview displays.
As

We assume that for significant participation via any
type of coupling with a low informationtransfer rate
(such as a Teletype) , the user will need to have on
hand comprehensively indexed hardcopy reference
material that is republished relatively often (e.g.,
weekly or even daily).
We are already working on mechanisms for producing
highquality hard copy in both paper and microform
(as described above under "Fast Editing and
Publication").
is to be able automatically to publish
reference material (probably in microfiche) in
such a way as to make feasible a
frequentrepublication operation servicing
moderate number of remote participants.
Our goal

We have also begun to investigate many different
kinds -of remote printing device.s and are
particularly excited about the highspeed,
highquality, scan74riven harchc.opy devices now
appearing on the market.
We also are investigating t chniques f r allcwing
emote affiliate, such as a participant at one of the
o ther ARPA Network sites, to use a manual microform
eader (or even a volume of paper printouts) in
conjunction with a typewriterlike computer terminal
through which we could provide computer aids for
locating items of interest and following the various
kinds of crossreference links.
A next .step ,(6aari,ng operational status)

facilities for direct, online; dialogue
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using TODAS (our TypewriterOriented DocumentationAid
We are giving this special emphasis so as to
provide for early access to Network Information Center

System).
files.

We are actively pursuing an extremely promising
possibility associated with an emerging line of
microfiche readers that can be operated under direct
computer control and which permit jumping to any frame
of a fiche in a fraction of a second.
Most of these readers also allow jumping to any fiche
within a cartridge, or even to any cartridge within a
larger store, in times comparable to those we
currently experience in studying files on line using
our display system.
Such a reader, loaded with updated cartridges from
us, where the reader and a typewriter terminal both
connect through the Network to our computer, can
provide a person with very powerful help in his
plexdoc studying.

He would be able to follow links, jump to an index
and from there to selected points, jump
successively to the candidate selections produced
by a retrieval query, indicate where he wants to
direct a commen4- reference (via typewriter entry
all via quick directions on the
of his comment)
typewriter, abbreviated by cues (which the
computer knows about) that he sees on the screen
of the microfiche reader.

In some applications a framejumping microfiche
reader/typewriter terminal system could be quite
competitive with our highresponse, online
display console system, and we are very interested
in developing experimental versions of such a
system for exploratory use in the Network
Information Center.
C nference Dialogue
The team augmentation te h-niq.ues we heve diScussed so
far are all directed at aiding -team members working at
fndividual computer term ne1S-.'
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There are times, however, when such a team will wish
to convene as a whole to review some new proposal,
debate a pressing issue, or collaborate actively in
some particular phase of their work.
The "complete" team augmentation system must provide
mechanisms for facilitating this kind of conference
dialogue activity.
We already have experimented with using NLS as a
sophisticated "blackboard" where one person can make a
presentation to a group seated within viewing range of
one of our regular NLS consoles.
This gives new power
for presenting material and answering questions as well
as providing a very flexible medium within which the
record of the discussion can evolve.
In cases where there are more viewers than can be
comfortably accommodated around the "chairman's"
console, our display transmission mechanisms make it
trivial for us to hook up additional "slave" monitors
at convenient lacations.
At two of bur major conference presentations (see
Section IIIE) we have used video projection
equipment to allow us to give live demonstrations of
our online system,to large audiences, and we ate
planning to purchase similar equipment for use in
conference augmentation experithents at our own
Center.

The next step along this avenue of research 15 the
devalopment of techniques.for allowing several users,
each workiag at his own teemTnal, to collaborate in
realtime work on a common set of working files.
We have experimented a little if allowing
multiconsole simultaneous access to a single file in
which one user (the "chairman") has full control
while the other users are restricted to merely
positioning a personal bugmark on the display, each
using his own mouse.

WithJhe evalatian of multiple vieWing windows,

a

flexible No(ce -intercom sy5tem, and other techni-quas
will cothe opportunlltesfor more sophiaticated, forms
of Interaction; and we are optimistic about the
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possibility of achieving significant increases in
team effectiveness through advances in realtime
dialogue augmentation.
Further down the road, we see a real need for developing
techniques that, without requiring an extensive training
period, will extend the ability to participate
effectively in augmented conferences to individuals with
little experience in using the complex set of
coordinated skills needed to competently operate our
present online system. One possibility we envision is
to give them a "chauffeur" to operate their online
vehicle.

Voice Dialogue

We hope to begin experiments in the near future using
techniques for the digitization of normal speech
strings, developed by Glenn Culler while he was at the
University of California, Santa Barbara.
Our plans are
to modify NLS so hat a "statement" can contain not only
the present text and/or graphic material but also a
digital representation of a speech string.
Then, with only minor changes to NLS, we would be
able to provide techniques for breaking long speech
strings into shorter ones, hierarchically organizing
them, and providing crossreference links between
voice strings and normal text.
These capabilities will permit Us to integrate actual
spoken dialogue into the dialogue mechanisms previously
discussed, providing an extremely powerful addition to
our repertory of teamaugmentation techniques.
They would be of great help to remote dialogue
participants
or even to pur own sta..ff when awaY
from the office
since phopedin comments could be
integrated into an ongoin-g cljartgue record, and they
open new doors in the realm of confe epce
augmentation as wall.
Moreover, the anticipated gradual evolution of
speechprocessing techniqueS will provide
ipereaSiPg ly powerful benpftts from this vpice
dialoguo approath,
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h.

Technical Intelligence
To satify our own needs as a research team, we have been
accumulating for many years a aignificant corpus of
"intelligence" (bibliographic) data attout activities and
products of organizations outside aur own that are
involved in related work, and we have committed
ourselves to shaping up this collection in order ta
provide at least parts of it (properly catalogued and
indexed) to other groups, particularly NIC users.

In addition to maintaining an uptodate collection of
standard bibliographic items, we plan to expand into new
areas that are specifically related to the needs of
systemdevelopment teams. We intend to begin seeking
aut and collecting data such as the following:
(1) Characteristics of, and user experience with,
various commercially available and custommade system
elements

(2) Reference material and user commentaries on
externally developed systems and techniques
(3) Intelligenca on the status and results of related
work by other groups.

We have begun development of a flexible set of
informationretrieval tools that will be used
extensively in the maintenance and interrogation of our
intelligence collection as well as En the management of
our complex working records (as discussed above).
User Training

With any useroriented system as complex and versatile
as ours, there is a continuous problem iR helping new
users to attain competence in operating the system so as
This problem is
to obtain the maximum benefits from it.
magnified many times when users can work from many
widely separated sites, making it impassible for them ta
receive personal help from experienced staff on a

minutetominute basis.
With a aystem evolving -as rapidly as ours, it
difficult to -keep even the central staff-informed of
all new system Features and special methodololias,
1
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We are making some progress in the preparation of
training and reference materials for our user system,
but there remains much to be done, not only in actually
providing such materials, but in discovering what forms
of indoctrination materials (films, video tape,
introductory manuals, reference manuals, brief reference
guides, etc.) are most useful.
Special Management Techniques
The management of a technically sophisticated
problemsolving team requires the use of some
methodological techniques that are common to the
management of any organized group, as well as many
others of a more specialiZed nature.
There needs to be an accepted methodology for managing
the files containing the team's working records so as to
ensure the most effective use of these files.
Effective procedures need to be worked out for
developing plans for the future activities of the team,
for negotiating and reviewing task designations and
individual roles, and for allocating and accounting for
the resources possessed by the team.

Finally, there must be wellunderstood and accepted ways
of defining, representing, and monitoring operational
procedures and of resolving conflicts between elements
of the team regarding the allocation of resources among
the activities of the team that must compete for them.
k.

Special SystemBuilding Techniques
In addition to the capabilities described above, which
are relevant to the needs of all problemoriented teams,
there are some considerations that are uniquely
applicable to a team whose domain is system development.

The systemdevelopment team needs to have a cons stent,
if not complete, set of principles for designing the
overall softwarearchitecture of interactive systems.
It must develop an understanding of the principles
underly ng .the design and analysis of interat-tive
systems from the standpoint of user services.
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It must have effective techniques for training new users
of the systems it has implemented and for generating
useful reference materials for these systems.
It must have flexible methods for obtaining and
analyzing performance data on a system.
It should have powerful ways for simulating significant
parts of an existing system and for simulating newly
conceived or modified systems in order to diagnose
existing bugs, predict future performance under various
conditions, and compare the performance of proposed
system configuratons w,th that of the existing one.
it must have highly augmented techniques for
creating, compiling, and debugging the huge collection
of programs used in the implementation of a large
software system.
Finally,

Development of System Design Disciplines

Analysis and Design Principles for OnLine User Systems
Designing a whole augmentation system involves a
balanced consideration of many factors, all of which are
subject to reevaluation and change in response to
increased understanding gained through experience.
The
following are examples of such factors:
(I)

Ways in which users conaeptualize their working

tasks
(2)
Methods for representing and recording these
concepts
3)
Proceduras far developing the concepts and
products associated with a given task
(4)
Forms of computer aids and utilization
methodologies naeded to iti-btai--n maximum help in
carrying out such working procadures

(5)
User taahniques far negotiating service
transactiena with the system in various contexts.

At preaent Ahere is no design:discipline encompassing
this range of in erdependent 5ystem factors, but one
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really must evolve if any largescale benetit is ever to
be derived fromrthe computer services that we clearly
see coming over the horizon.

By a "design discipline" we mean a coherent,
communicable, generally applicable framework
comprising a coordinated set of concepts,
terminologies, principles, methodologies, and special
tools.

This design discipline must provide a common ground
for analyzing the needs of a community of users,
formulating easily communicable designs for systems
to meet these needs, and providing adequate controls
over the implementation process.
These capabilities should make it possible to offer
clients accurate cost/benefit pictures prior to any
extensive commitment of resources and should make the
design and Implementation processes more efficient.
Consider the predictable tremendous increases in speed,
capacity, and economic availability of computational
resources, and then realize how the quality of service
represented by these resources can be enhanced through
the application of ever more powerful artificial
intelligence techniques.
We consider it desirable to avert the possibility of all
this power being harnessed in ways that leave these
mechanical helpers remote and unihvolved from our

minutebyminute human activity.
We need to learn how to design such sy.stems and how
to adapt our thinkihg and working methodologies so
that qui.ck Little bits of se'rvice can be harnessed on
our own terms.

A significant challenge is involved in finding ways
for matching these computer services to human
perceptual, cognitive, and motor mechanisms so as to
optimize working capabilities and provide a na ural
and satisfying extension of human capacities.
Design of the repertoire of us'er sarvicet tO be provid d
by a computer/communication/terminal _facility is -a
process requirihg the kind of coherent design dLscipli.ne
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associated with any complex system design process, and
we consider the development of such a discipline for
augmentationsystem design to be a vital component of
our next phase of research.
b.

Software Architecture Principles for Interactive System

Design
(I)

Overview

Just as important to us as the development of a
discipline dealing with the analysis and design of
user services is the development of a companion
discipline dealing with the design of software
architecture for interactive systems offering these
services.

These two disciplines are actually Just opposite
faces of the same coin and must be interfaced so
as to form a single overall discipline that
provides a unified approach for going from user
needs straight through to integrated operational
systems satisfying those needs.

To organize the conceptualization of such a system
design into appropriate levels and areas, and to
develop effective representations of the design
specifications and principles at each such level,
seems necessary if we are ever to transform
interactive system design from an art into
profession.
Our pres-ent -s-oftware architecture approach
stresses the.se things and promises to:Make u eful
hea-dway In evol-ving .conventions-, procedures, and

aids that could help other people approach and
operate (DTI the architecture of complex computer
systems.

We:describe below s-ome of thejapproaches that have
evulved in our work And whICh we fe.el offer the
foun_datiUns for
ar.e sOking-.
(2)

Compile

a

des.ign discipli.ne of the type

Compj.i.e 'TechnIques_

Almost all our progr.amming is done

Fn some member of
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a whole family of languages based on our Tree Meta
syntaxdirected compiler (see Section 11-8-2b and
Ref. 17).

This technique provides Us with great flexibility in
fitting each programming task into a language
particularly appropriate to the requirements of that
task, yielding more efficient use of vital programmer
time as well as code that is sufficiently
selfdocumenting to aid considerably both in the
debugging of our system and in the orientation of new
programmers.
(3)

Format Conventions for SourceCode Language Files
A very important feature of these special languages
is that their format and structuring conventions have
been designed so as to fit particularly well into our
This provides
augmentationsystem usage environment.
degree
of
facility
for
a very rewarding and powerfu:
composing, studying, and modifying source code.

The plexdoc approach described previously has evolved
from a belief that all levels of design and analysis
thinking and data should be integrated into one
compatible system of files over which the designers
and supervisors, and later maintenance personnel,
colleagues, etc. , can roam freely and adroitly.
This approacn has been applied to some extent in
our present collection of systemprogram files.
This collection forms a plexdoc by virtue of the
fact that interfile links can be used as the
arguments of procedure calls; the internal system
documentation is also linked into this plexdoc.

Dialoguesupport techniques have an important
contribution to make at &very level of this
process in providing an integrated approach to
cording, documentation, and monitoring.
System Arc.hitecture Principles Fostering
Evolutionary Deyel'opment by an Augmented Team

.(4)

We have begun to apply various modularization
concepts to our working and thinking methodologies so
as to foster the ability of individual members of our
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research/development team to work effectively on
specific aspects of our project with the least
possible chance of destructively interfering with
other activities.
These concepts are also important to the way in
which we view participation in the ARPA Network,
in that we are seeking flexible ways of
interfacing various modules of our own operating
systems to -:omputation components available at
other sites through the Network.
We also seek to exploit the properties of
modularization to promote design clarity and
facilitate transfer of programs and techniques to
other systems and groups.
The extensive attention to conceptual partitioning
through use Of a variety of specialpurpose
programming languages is one example of this.

Appendix A
USER FEATURES OF NLS AND TODAS

The OnLine System (NLS)
A.

Introduction

NLS, as currently implemented, is essentially a highly
sophisticated textmanipulation system oriented primarily
toward online use; i.e., it is not primarily oriented
toward production of hard copy, although fairly
sophisticated hardcopy formatting ana output are included
in the system.

NLS is intended to be used on a regular, more or less
fulltime basis in a timesharing environment, by users who
The users are,
are not necessirily computer professionals.
however, assumed to be "trained" as opposed to "naive."
Thus the system is not designed for extreme simplicity, nor
for selfexplanatory features, nor for compatibility with
"normal" working procedures.
it is.assumed that the user has spent
considerable time in learning the operation of the
system, that ha uses it for a major portion of his work,
and that he consequently is willing to adapt his working
procedures to exploit the possibilities of fulltime,
interactive computer assistance.
Rather,

Thus the practices and techniques developed by users
exploiting NLS are as much a subject of research
interest as the development of NLS itself.

f

r

NLS is supplemented by a typewriteroriented counterpart
called TODAS, which is discussed in Section II of this
appendix. Section III describes the NLS/TODAS capabilities
for producing flexibly formatted hard copy from online
files.

Section IV of ti-Os appendix is a glossary of special
NLS/TODAS termin/Ology.
B.

NLS Console
The user sits at a console whose main elements are a
display screen, a typewr-lter keyboard, a curspr device
called the "mouse,' and a set of five key5 operated by the
left hand, c.alied the "keyset."
The scr_een
formats-.

is used for displayJng text, in various
The top portion of the s-creen (approxima ely
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1/5 of the total area) is reserved for feedback
information of various kinds:
the name of the user
command mode currently in effect, a "register" area used
for various kinds of textual/numerical feedback, an
"echo register" which displays the last six characters
typed by the user, and other items that are explained
below.

The keyboard closely resembles a conventional typewriter
keybuArd, with a few extra keys for special characters
and control functions.
It is used for typing text as
content for a file and for specifying commands, which
are given as two or threecharacter mnemonicS.
The mouse is a roughly boxshaped object, about four
inches on its longest side, which is moved by the right
hand.
It is mounted on wheels and rolls on any flat
surface.
The wheels drive potentiometers that are read
by an A/D converter, and the system causes a tracking
spot ("bug") to move on the screen in correspondence to
the motion of the mouse.

The user specifies locations in the displayed text by
pointing with the mouse/bug combination.
This
eliminates the need for specifying a location by
entering a code of some kind. Use of the mouse is
very easily learned and soon becomes unconscious.
On top of the mouse are three special control'
buttons, whose uses are described below.

The keyset has one key for each finger of the left hand.
The keys are struck in combinations call d "chords," and
each chord corresponds to a character or combination of
characters from the keyboard.
There are 31 possible
chords;
beyond this, two of the buttons on the mouse
may be used to control the "case" of the keyset, giving
alternative meanings to each chord.
There are four
possible cases, for a total of 124 possible
combinations.
A simple binary code is used and has proved
remark.ably easy to learn.:
Two or three hours'
practice is usually sufficient to learn the most
c.ommonly used chords and develop reasonable speed.
The keyset was developed to increase the u er's speed
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It was found tha
and smoothness in operating NLS.
users normally keep the right hand on the mouse,
because the great maJority of command operations
involve a pointing action; efficient use of the
keyboard, however, requires the use of both hands,
and shifting the right hand (and the user's
attention) to the keyboard is distracting and
annoying if it must be done for ea.ch two or
threeletter command mnemonic.

Use of the keyset permits the user to keep his
right hand on the mouse and his left on the
keyset, reverting to the keyboard only for entry
of long strings of text (typica;ly five or more
characters).
Originally, the kevset exactly duplicated the
keyboard in function; in the development of NLS,
however, certain control functions have been made
twostroke operations from the keyset where they
would be three or fourstroke operations from the
Nevertheless, it is still possible to
keyboard.
operate all of the features of NLS without using the
keyset; thus the beginner may defer learning the
keyset code until he has gained some degree of
mastery over the rest of the system.
Structured Text
is used here as a very general term. A "file" of
text (corresponding very roughly to a "document" in hard
copy) may consist of English or some other natural
language, numeric:A data, computerprogram statements, or
anything else that can be expressed as a structure of
Simple line drawings can also be
character strings.
included in a file.
"Text"

form.
All text handled by NLS is in "structuredstatemen
This special format Is simply a hierarchical arran ement of
orm,
"statements," re.sembling a conventional "outline"
'

Each statement in a file may be considered to possess a
"statement number," which shows its position and level
Thus the first statement in a file is
in the structure.
Statement I; its first substatement is la, and its next
substatement is lb; the next statement at the same level
as the first is Statement 2; and so forth. Statement
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numbers have been suppressed in printing out most of
this document but are printed out for the remainder
this section as an example. .DSN=0;

Every statement also bears a "signature" that may be
displayed on command.
The signature is a line of
text giving the initials of the user who created the
statement (or modified it most recently) and the time
and date when this was done.
A statement iE simply a string of text, of any length;
this serves as the basic unit in the construction of the
hierarchy.
In English text, statements are normally
equivalent to paragraphs, section and subsection
headings, or items in a list.
In other types of text,
statements may be data items, program statements, etc.

Each paragraph and heading in this document is an NLS
Each statement is indented according to
statement.
its "level" in the hierarchy;
this paragraph is a
substatement of the one above, which is in turn a
substatement of another statement. A statement may
have any number of substatements, and the overall
structure may have any number of levels.
Note that when a user creates a file, he may let all of his
statements be firstlevel ones, i.e., I, 2, 3, etc.
In
this case he will not have to consider a hierarchical
structure but simply a linear list, as is found in
conventional text.
However, many of the features of NLS are or-iented to
make use of hierarchy, and the benefits cf these
features are lost if hierarchy is not exploited.
This

is an example of an NLS feature to which the user
must accommodate his methods; however, the experience of
users has been that hierarchical structure very rapidly
becomes a completely "natural" way of organizing text.
Many automatic features of NLS make the structure easy
to use:
for example, statement numbers are created
automatically at all times and the user need nu, even be
aware of them.
It is sufficient, when the user creates
a statement, to specify its level relative to the
preceding statement. .DSN=I;
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Use of the System
Text manipulation is considered to involve three basic
types of activity by the user: composition, study, and
In practice, the three activities are 5o
modification.
intermingled as to be indistinguishable.
I.

Composition
Composition is s mply the creation of new text material
as content for a file.

In the simplest case, the user gives the command "Insert
He then points (with the
by typing "is".
Statement"
the system displays a
mouse) to an existing statement;
new statement number which is the logical successor, at
The user
the same level, as the statement pointed to.
may change the level of this number upward by typing a
"u" or downward by typing a
If no previous statement has been created, the
system displays a "dummy" statement at the top of the
textdisplay area, and the user poInts to this dummy
in ocder to insert his first statement.

NOTE:

The user then types the text of the new statement from
On the screen, the top part of the
the keyboard.
textdisplay area is cleared and characters are
displayed here as they are typed. When the statement is
finished, the user hits a CA (command accept) button on
the keyboard or mouse, and the system recreates the
display with the new statement following the one that
was pointed to.

New materiaLmay also be added to existinR statements by
means.of.commands'such as Insert Word, Insert Text, and
others. -Properiy speaking, these operations are
modification rather than composition, and are discussed
below.

Simpte iine drawings may .be composed an4 added to the
fiIe by means of the "ve-ctor package." This is
discussed in another section of this Teport.
2

Study

The study capabil ties of NLS const tute its most
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The fol lowing is only a
powerful ond unusual features.
brief, condensed description of the operations that are
possible.
a

Jumping

NLS files may, of course, contain a great deal more
text than can be displayed on the screen, just as a
document may contain more than one page of text. An
NLS file is thought of as a long "scroll." The
process of moving from one point in the scroll to
another, which corresponds to turning pages in hard
There is a very large
copy, is called "jumping."
family of Jump commands.
The basic Jump command is Jump to Item. The user
specifies it by entering "ji" and then points to
some statement with the mouse.
The selected
statement is moved to the top of the screen, as
the scroll had been rolled forward.
Most of ,the Jump commands reference the
hierarchical structure of the text.
Thus Jump to
Successor brings to the top of the display the
next statement at the same level as the selected
statement; Jump to Predecessor does the reverse;
Jump to Up starts the display with the statement
of which the selected statement is a substatement,
and so forth.

The Jump to Name command uses a different way of
addresSing statements.
If the first word of any
statement is enclosed in parentheses, the system
Will recognize it as the "name" .of the statement.
Then, if this word appears somewhere else in the
text, the user may jump to the named statement by
pointing to the occurrence of the name, or by
typing the name.
This p.rovides a crossreferencing capabIllty
that is very smooth and flexible; the command

Jump to Return will always restore the previous
display, so that the user may follow name
references without losing his place.
It is also possible to lump to a statement by
typing its statement number.
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b.

View Control
file is long, it may be impossible for the user
a
to orient himself to its content and structure or to
The
find specific sections by jumping through it.
principal solution to this problem is provided by
level control and line truncation.
If

Level control permits the user to specify sOME number
of levels; the system will then display only
Thus if
statements of the specified level or higher.
three levels are specified, only first, second, and
thirdlevel statements are displayed.
Line truncati n permits specification of how many
lines of each statement are to be displayed. Thus if
one line is specified, only the first line of each
statement will be displayed.

Common usage is to use the first two or three levels
in a file as headings describing the material
contained under each heading in the form of
Thus the user may start by looking at
substatements.
a display showing only the firstlevel statements in
This amounts to a table
the file, one line of each.
of contents.

He may then select one of these statements and
He will
jump to it, specifying one more level.
then see more details of the content of that part
This process of "expanding the view"
of the file.
may be repeated until the user has found what he
is looking for, at which point he may specify a
full display of the text.
Users soon develop a hapit of structuring files in
As
such a way that this process will work well.
it happens, such a structure is usually a good,
logical arrangement of the material, reflecting
the relationships inherent in the content.
The level and truncation controls are designed so
that tht necess'ary specifications may be made with
only one or two strokeS of the keyboard or keyset.
These controls are only Aht most important of a large
set of vjewcontrol parameters called "VIEWSPECS."
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Other VIEWSPECS control a number of special NLS
features affecting the display format.

An example of the use of VIEWSPECS is given below
in Section ID-2e of this appendix.
c.

Content Analysis

The NLS content analyzer permits automatic searching
of a file for statements satisfying some content
pattern specified by the user.
The pattern is
written in a
special language as part of the file
text.

Content patterns may be simple, specifying the
occurrence of some word, for example. They may also
be highly complex, specifying the order of occurrence
of two or more strings, the absence of some text
construct, conditional specifications, etc.
Simple
patterns are extremely easy to write; complex ones
are correspondingly more difficult.
d.

"Keyword" System

A "keyword statement" is a named statement that
references other statements in the file by name, in a
special format.
The name of the keyword statement is
then understood to be a "keyword" applying to the
statements referenced by the keyword statement.
Suppose that a file contains a list of keyword
statements.
The user may study this list and
select several keywords with the Keyword Select
command (pointing to the keywords with the mouse).

Ho may specify a weight frmm
keyword; if no weight is speci
As assumed.

1

to 10 for each
ied, a weight of

I

When the user gives the Keyword Execute command, a
searching/scoring process is executed.
Each of
the selected keyword statements is scanned for the
names of statements that it references.
Each
referenced statement r.eceives a "scre" equal to
the weight of the keyword.
If a statement is
referenced in more than one keyword statement, the
scores add.

10
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is completed, NLS constructs a
display picture showing only the statements that
have received nonzero scores, in order of
decreasing scores.
When this proces-s

In other words, each keyword is the name of a
statement that defines some arbitrary category of
statements in the file. When a user selects and
weights keywords, he is expressing his interest in
NLS then displays all
certain of these categories.
of the statements in these categories, beginning with
the "most interesting."

Because the relationships used in this system are set
up explicitly when a user writes keyword statemen
the system is very flexible althoug.. not highly
It may be regarded as a generalized
automated.
method of reordering some of the statements in a file
on the basis of userselected criteria chosen from a
supplied list (the keyword statements).
Note that this reordering i5 on the display, not
The file proper is not
in the file proper.
affected in any way, except that the list of
selected keywords and weights i5 saved in the
file.

This list may be displayed on command.
Individual keyw'ords may be deleted from the
list or their weights changed, or the whole
list can be deleted on command.
e.

Link Jumping
A "link" is a string of text, occurring in an
ordinary file s+atement, that indicates a
It may refer to
crossreference of some kind.
another statement in the file, or to a statement in
some other file, possibly belonging to another NLS
user.
The text of the link is both humanreadable
and machinereadable, and the command Jump to Link
permits the user to point to the link with the mouse
and immediately see the material referred to.
An -example of

a

link

is (Smith. Piens,

Longrange:ebgtn).

4
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The first item in the link indicates that the
referenced file belongs to a user named Smith; the
second is the name of the file; the third is the
name of a statement in the file (a statement
number may also be used); and the string of
characters following the colon controls the
VIEWSPECS to set up a particular view of the
material.
The Jump to Link command, executed by pointing
to this link, would cause Smith's file "Plans"
to be automatically loaded and the display
start set to the statement whose name is
"Longrange." VIEWSPECS would be automatically
set as follows:
The "e" causes the number of levels
displayed to be -set equal to the level of
the displaystart statement.
The "b" increments thi5 by one.

The "g" specifies that the display is to be
limited to the "branch" defined by the
displaystart statement -- i.e., only that
statement, its substatements, their
substatements, etc.
The "t" specifies display of only the first
line of each displayed statement.
The "n" specifies that statement numbers are
to be suppressed from the displ-ay.
Thus the net result is to display the first
lines of statement "Longrange" and its
highe-stlevel substatements, without
statement numbers.
The use of interfile links permits the
construction of large linked structures made up of
many files, and study of these files as if they
The Jump
were all sections of a single document.
to File Return causes the file previously viewed
to be reloaded and displayed, with the same
display start and VIEWSPECS that were in effect
just before the link jump: thus the u er may
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concepts to our working and thinking methodologies so
as to foster the ability of individual members of our
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execute link jumps freely without
his original location.
3.

losing track of

Modification
A large repertoire of editing commands is provided for
modification of files. The basic functions are Insert.
Delete, Move, and Copy.
These functions operate upon various kinds of text
Within statements, they may operate upon
entities.
single characters, words, and arbitrary strings of text
defined by pointing to the first and last characters.
This set of commands is not restricted to operation
within one statement at a time; for example, a word
may be moved or copied from one statement to another.

The editing functions also operate at the structural
level, taking statements or sets of statements as
A number of special entitles have been
operands.
for example, a "branch"
defined for this purpose:
consists of some specified statement, plus all of its
A
substatements, plus ail of their substatements, etc.
in
the
a
new
position
to
branch can be deleted, moved
structure, etc.
As noted above, the modification activity tends to
merge, in practice, with study and composition.
E.

Summary

It must be noted that NLS is not a system designed foal
general usage, bit a specialized tool designed for a group
of people working on the development of computer aids to
It is for this reason, for
human intellectual processes.
example, that NLS is not really a textediting system
oriented toward hardcopy production, but rather some hing
simultaneously more general and more specialized.
in the process of manipulating a file

studying it,
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1

to constant modification, updating, and reevalLiation.
Its development may have no clearly defined enOpoint.
It may cease to exist as a file by being incorporated in
another file, or it may eventually be abandoned or
superseded; however, in most cases it will never be
"finished" in the usual sense of the word.

Continuous use of NLS to store Ideas, study them, relate
them structurally, and crossreference them results in a
superior organization of ideas and a greater ability to
manipulate them further for special purposes, as the
need arises -- whether the "ideas" are expressed as
natural language, as data, as programming, or as graphic
information.

The TypewriterOriented DocumentationAid System (TODAS)

II

TODAS is a texthandling system designed as a "typewriter"
counterpart to NLS.
In principle, TODAS can be operated from

a Teletype or any other sort of hardcopy terminal, including
terminals linked to the 940 through acoustic couplers and
ordinary telephone lines (as opposed to NLS, which requires
special transmission arrangements).
The present implementation allows for the use of Teletype
Models 33, 35, and 37, Terminet and Execuport terminals
(the latter being portable, with a builtin acoustic
coupler), and NLS display consoles.
Each of these terminals has its own character set, no two
sets being exactly the same except Teletype Models 33 and
35.
As a result, specialcharacter assignments are
devicedependent. A TODAS feature rIllows the user to
redefine characters at will to suit his immediate purposes.
An important use of TODAS is for access, within the ARPA
Computer Network, to the Network Information Center (NIC)
operated by ARC.
TODAS will give Network users ac,cess to
files of information created either with TODAS or/with NLS,
since files created with the two systems are identical In
structure and format.

TODAS has many of the
manipulation of text;
use of a "typewriter"
important differences

184

same capabilities as NLS for the
it differs from NLS as required by the
device instead of a display.
The
arise from 'he fact that TODAS has no
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analog cursor device to correspond to the NLS mouse and from
the generally slower operation of TODAS.
For this reason, editing of text within a statement cannot
be done by means resembling those of NLS, since all of the
NLS editing operands are indicated by the user with the
TODAS uses two alternative methods.
mouse.
is the TODAS "alter" command, which operates very
much like the "modify" command Lf the QED lineediting
"Alter"
system developed by Project GENIE at UC.
creates a new statement to replace the original one, by
going through the original from beginning to end; under
user control, characters are (1) copied from the old
statement to the new, (2) skipped over, or (3) inserted
into the new statement from the keyboard.

One

The other i5 the TODAS "substitute" command, which
allows the user to specify that a certain string of
characters in the statement is to be found by TODAS and
replaced with another $pecified string,
At the structural level (where the user wishes to
manipulate statements and sets of statements as un s), NLS
permits the user to identify statements by pointing with
the mouse; TODAS requires that statements be identified
Considerable flexibility is provided in
from the keyboard.
this operation.

The user may identify a statement directly by typing its
statement number or its name; he may also identify it
indirectly by specifying its structural relationship to
some other statement whose number or name he knows

offhand.
Indirect specification corresponds to the use of NLS
commands such as "jump to head," "jump to successor,"
etc., but with the added feature that relationships
thus the user may, in a single
may be concatenated
operation, specify a complex relationship such as the
successor of the first substatement of the
predecessor of a given statement.

A special TODAS capab lity (not yet implemencted in NLS)
"executable text."
1

A TODAS statement may consist of the string of
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characters that a user would type from the keyboard to
perform some sequence of operations.
This statement may
then be executed with a special command, and the result
will be exactly as if the user had actually type,d these
characters, causing the sequence to be carried out.
The sequence may, in principle, be arbitrarily complex;
an executable statement might, for example, contain the
following sequence:
(I) Load a file whose name is specified elsewhere in
the current file

(2) Search this file with the content analyzer,
finding statements with a specified pattern of
conten't

(3) Write these statements out in a teMporary
"buffer" file
(4) Reload the original

f i le

(5) Copy the statements in the "buffer" file into a
specified location in the working file.

A special "switch" character may be used in the
executable text.
When the switch character is
encountered, execution of the text is interrupted and
control reverts to the keyboard.
The user then enters
part of the control sequence manually; when he types the
switch character from the keyboard, execution of the
executable statement resumes at the point where it left
off.
This feature affords great flexibility, since it
allows part of the sequence to be specified ahead of
time and part at "execution time."
Besides its primary purpose as a Network user's interface to
the NIC, TODAS
used within ARC as a supplemental tool to
NLS.

TODAS can be used conveniently for many tasks that do not
require the rapid display response of NLS, and has the
advantage of creating significantly less load on the
overall timesharing system.
We currently have one clerical
worker, who is not an NLS user, operating TODAS routinely
for entry of information and for some limited retrieval
work.
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Additionally, we find TODAS useful for remote accessing of
We have made TODAS available to selected
our system.
consultants, who use home terminals with acoustic couplers,
and regular ARC personnel occasionally do work from their
homes by the same means.

The prototype version of TODAS went into service in September
1969; a second ver5ion, with greatly expanded capabilities,
became operational early in 1970.
III

Output Facility

NLS and TODAS both use the same facilities for producing
formatted hard-copy output irom NLS/TODAS files,
The devices in ordinary use at ARC for hard-copy output are a
line printer that produces upper/lower-case print of adequate
quality for local u5e, and a paper-tape-driven automatic
typewriter used for final output of reproducible copy for
reports, proposals, etc.
can be
The Output Processor (previously known as "PASS4") This
is done
extent.
controlled by the user to a considerable
The
embedded
in
the
flle
text.
by means of "directives"
directives can be used to reset page parameters, control page
numbering, and turn various format f atures "on" or "off."

For example, directives can be used to suppress indentation
of statements or change the amount of indentation, to
create "running headers" that are automatically printed at
the top of each page, suppress statement numbers, etc. One
of the directives causes all directi%.es to be suppressed
from the output.
In addition to the 'ine printer and the automatic typewri er,
the Output Processor can output a file to magnetic tape,
appropriately formatted to drive CRT-to-film conversion
equipment for production of microfilm.

In all cases, the user may elect to output an entire file or
In the latter case, he may cause
only part of the file.
.--tpecified
point in the file instead of
output to begin at some
at the beginning, and he may cause the printout to be limited
by the same kinds of criteria that may be used on the display
content analysis, limited number of structural
levels, etc.
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IV

Glossary of Special NLS/TODAS Terminology
BRANCH: A specified statement, plus all of its substructure
all of its substatements, plus all of their
substatements, etc.

BRANCH ONLY: A VIEWSPEC parameter that restricts the text
displayed (NLS) or typed (TODAS) to a single branch
see
VIEWSPECS).
BUG: The cursor mark on the screen that is moved by the mouse
and that is used for selcting (pointing to) entities on the
display.

When the bug is "active," i.e., when a selection can be
made, it appears as an uparrow; when it is inactive it
appears as: a plus sign.
CHARACTER: Any letter, digit, punctuation mark, space, tab, or
carriage return; an indivisible entity.
CHORD: A combination of keys on the keyset (see KEYSET).
CLIPPING: See LEVEL CLIPPING.

END: The last statement in any branch; specified by specifying
the branch.

FILE: A complete tree structure of statements with a single
root (the origin statement).
FILENAME: The .name of a file.
It appears as the first word in
the origin statement of an existing file, and must be supplied
by the user in creating a new file.

GAP CHARACTER: Any space, tab, or carriage return.
GCHAR: Abbreviation for GAP CHARACTER.
GROUP: A subset of a plex, consisting of all branches from one
specified branch to another, inclusive.

HEAD: The first statement
The head
sublist.

spec i f

in

a sublist.

i ed by pointing to any s-tatement

11

in

the.
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Any consecutive string of gap characters, bounded
by (but not in'cluding) printing characters or the end of a
statement: see PRINTING CHARACTER, GAP CHARACTER, STATEMENT.

NVISIBLE:

Specified by pointing to any character in the string. If
single printing character lying between two invisibles i5
pointed to, both invisibles (and the printing character)
are selected.

a

at the lefthand side of the NLS console.
KEYSET: The device
When a combination of keys (a chord) is depressed on the
keyset, the effect 15 the same as striking a key on the
keyboard.
KEYWORD: The name of a "keyword st tement."

KEYWORD STATEMENT: A statement that lists, in a special
format, the names of all statements in the same file that fall
into some arbitrary category.
Th6 "keyword system" of NLS/TODAS commands, operattng upon
keyword statements, performs infOrmationretrieval
operations based on the sets of statements defined in
keyword statements.
LABEL: A string of text placed in a picture by means or a
command in the vector package.
LEVADJ: The specification of level when a statement, branch,
plex, or group is neUrly created or moved.
LEVEL: The "rank" of a statement (see STATEMENT)
hierarchy of the file (5ee FILE).

in the

to the number of fields of letters or
digits in the statement number; thus Statement 3 IS a
firstlevel statement, Statement Lial0g3 is a fifthlevel
Level is of great importance in
statement, etc.
understanding the hierarchical structure of an NLS file.

The level

is equal

LEVEL CLIPPING: Restricting the text displayed (NLS) or
printed (TODAS) Ao statements no deeper than a specified
level, which is set by a VIEWSPEC parameter (see VIEWSPECS).
LINE TRUNCATION: Restricting the amount of text displayed
(NLS) or printed (TODAS) to the first N lines of each

1
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statement, where N is specified by setting a VIEWSPEC
parameter (see VIEWSPECS).
Each statement Is formatted into lines upon output te the
display or prin 'rig device; thus the amount of text
n a
line depends upon the device and upon other parameters.

LINK: A specially formatted string of text in a statement,
analogous to a reference or crossreference citation in a
conventional document.
A link specifies a user, a file belonging to that user, a
location in the file, and VIEWSPECS.
A user may "follow" a
link by means of the Jump to Link command (NLS) or an
indirect address (TODAS).
In either case, the system
detects the link, interprets it, loads the specified file,
and displays or prints the specified portion of it with the
specified VIEWSPEC parameters.

MOUSE: The device at the righthand side of the NLS keyboard.
When it is rolled around on the tabletop, it causes the bug
(cursor mark) to move correspondingly on the screen.
If the first word of a statement is enclosed in
parentheses, it is the NAME of the statement.

NAME.

The command Jump to Name can then be used to place the
statement at tlhe top of the display. This is done by
entering the name from the keyboard or keyset, or by
finding an oceurrence of the name as text on the display
and pointing kl it with the bug.

NLS: Acronym for "OnLine System."
ORIGIN: The first statement in a fil
it contains information
about the file, plus any other text the yser inserts.
It has
a
level of 0, and hence no statement number.
OUTPUT PROCESSOR: Program used by NLS arid TODAS for producing
formatted output.

PASSH: Alternate name used for the Output Processor.

PATTERN: A string of speciallanguage text in a statement that
may be compiled via the command Execute Content Analyzer.
When compiled, it produces a program that i5 used by the
contentanalyzer feature.

190
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PCHAR: Abbreviation for PRINTING CHARACTER.
PLEX: Ahother name for a SUBSTRUCTURE, used in command
ions.

A plex is specified by pointing to any one of
highestlevel sta'_ements.

its

POINTER: A string of up to three characters that is attached
to some character In the text with the Pointer Fix comm ld.
PREDECESSOR: The statement preceding a specified statement in
a sueLisT.
PRINTING CHARACTER: Any letter, digit, or punctuation mark.
SOURCE: The statement of which a specified statement is
substatement.

a

SIGNATURE: Information stored with a statement (and displayed
on command) giving the initials of the user who created the
statement (or most recently modified it) and the time and date
when this occurred.
STATEMENT: The basic structural unit of a file of text in NLS.
Formally, it is a string of text and/or pictures that is
bounded at the beginning by the end of the previous statement
or the beginning of the file, and bounded at the end by the
beginning of another statement or the end of the file.
Statements are arranged in a tree structure or hierarchy
and are assigned "statement numbers" indicating their
Each statement has a number,
positions in the structure.
made up of alternating fields of digits and letters; the
number of fields indicates the "level" of the statement
(see LEVEL).

A statement is specified by pointing to any character in
the string.
SUBLIST: The set of all substatements of a specified statement
(not including the substatements of the ubstatements).
SUBSTATEMENT: A statement "X" is called a _Jbstatement of
another statement "Y" if it is deeper in the structure th
"Y," if it follows "Y," and if there is no intervening
"Y" is called the source of "X."
higherorder statement.

The
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statement number of "X" will be the same as that of "Y" except
that it will have one more field at the end. The value of this
field give5 its ordinal position in a "sublist" of the
substatements of "Y."
A substatement
statement.

is speci

ied by pointing to the source

SUBSTRUCTURE: The set ,of all substatements of a specified
statement, plus all their substatements, etc. until no more
are found.
The set of all branches defined by statements in
the sublist of a given statement.

SUCCESSOR: The statement foll wing a specified statement in a
sublist.

TAIL: The last statement in a sublist.
The tail
sublist.

is specified by pointing to any statement in the

TEXT: Any string of characters within a statement, bounded by
(and including) two 'specified characters: see CHARACTER,
STATEMENT.

TODAS: Acronym for Type riterOriented DocumentationAid
System.

TRUNCATION: See LINE TRUNCATION.
VECTOR: A line

in

a picture.

VIEWSPECS:. Viewc.ontrol parameters controlling a number of
special NLS features affecting the display format.
See, for,
example, BRANCH ONLY, LEVEL CLIPPING, and LINE TRUNCATION.

VISIBLE: Any consecutive string
pri.nting characters,
bounded by (but not including) gap characters or the end of
statement: see PRINTING CHARACTER, GAP CHARACTER, STATEMENT.
Specified by pointing to any character in the string. If
single gap character between two visibles is pointed to,
then both visibles (and the gap character) are specified.

a

a

WORD: Any consecutive string of letters and/or digits, bounded
by (but not including) any other types of characters or the
end of a statement: see STATEMENT.

tkppendix A
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Specified by pointing to any character in the string, if a
single character is pointed to that is not a letter or
digit and lies between two words, then both words (and the
single character) are 5peci ied.
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